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Caltech GRP-294Dynamics and Interactions of Binariesand Neutron Stars in Globular ClustersSteinn Sigurdsson1 and E.S. Phinney130{33, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Ca 91125steinn@mail.ast.cam.ac.uk, esp@tapir.caltech.edu1current address: Institute of Astronomy, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HA, UK.ABSTRACTWe model the dynamics of test binaries in isotropic, multi-mass models of galactic globularclusters. The evolution of binary orbits through the cluster potentials is modeled, including secondorder di�usion terms, and probabilities for close encounters with �eld stars are calculated. Wecarry out Monte Carlo simulations of the e�ects of the binary{single star encounters on the binarypopulation and distribution in the cluster, and estimate the collision rate for di�erent stellar popu-lations in globular clusters with di�erent structural parameters. In particular, we consider the ratefor neutron stars and massive white dwarfs to undergo mass transfer due to collisional encounters,and hence estimate the population of observable millisecond pulsars in di�erent clusters formed bybinary{single star encounters. Assuming a Salpeter IMF, for low concentration clusters the coreencounter rate is dominated by turno� mass main{sequence stars and medium mass white dwarfs.For high concentration, high density clusters the encounter probabilities are increasingly dominatedby neutron stars and heavy white dwarfs. Hence we predict a smaller ratio of blue stragglers andcataclysmic variables to pulsars in high concentration clusters. The total number of millisecondpulsars, and the ratio of single to binary pulsars, is broadly consistent with the observed population,suggesting the binary{single star encounters contribute signi�cantly to the pulsar formation rate inglobular clusters, for the whole range of globular cluster types. The number of millisecond pulsarsand the ratio of pulsars in di�erent globular clusters is best explained by a total binary fractioncomparable to that of the galaxy, and a modest number of primordial neutron stars in the globularclusters.
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1. Introduction1.1. Globular ClustersGlobular clusters provide an excellent test for models of self{gravitating systems conjured by dynam-icists. Containing large enough a number of bodies to be well described by a continuous phase spacedistribution, yet few enough that two{body relaxation is important in their dynamical evolution; they arethe grandest computational challenge of collisional astrophysical systems.As the technology improves, it has become possible to model the e�ects of stellar collisions and binaryencounters in globular clusters, both in terms of the impact on the evolution of the globular cluster, andthe production of \exotic" stellar species, such as blue stragglers (BSs), cataclysmic variables (CVs) andmillisecond pulsars (MSPs) (King 1962, 1966, Michie 1963, Verbunt & Meylan 1987). Following the discoveryof a number of X{ray sources (Katz 1975, Hertz & Grindlay 1983, Hertz & Wood 1985, Lewin & Joss 1981,Predehl, P., Hasinger, G. & Verbunt, F. 1991), and, later, millisecond pulsars (Hamilton et al. 1985, Lyneet al. 1987, Phinney & Kulkarni 1994) in Galactic globular clusters, it has become apparent that there ismore to globular cluster dynamics than earlier models have allowed for.It has long been appreciated that the static models of globular clusters developed (King 1962, 1966,Michie 1963, Michie & Bodenheimer 1963) are an approximation, and that the gravothermal instability(Lynden{Bell & Wood 1968, Katz 1978) would inevitably lead to cluster mass segregation and core{collapse(Makino & Hut 1991, Spitzer 1987, Binney & Tremaine 1987, and references therein). Extensive simulationsof globular cluster evolution, initially with single mass models, later with more sophisticated multi{massmodels, strongly suggests that core{collapse is inevitable, and would occur typically in a few half{massrelaxation times (Spitzer & Har 1971b, Spitzer & Thuan 1972, Cohn 1979, 1980, Murphy & Cohn 1988).Observed cluster pro�les suggest that a remarkable number of clusters are very near core{collapse (Djorgovski& Hut 1992). Unless we live at a special time in the evolution of the Galaxy, this would appear, a priori,to be unlikely. The problem is obviated if core{collapse can be postponed or reversed; to do so requires anenergy source to heat the core. Amongst the many possible energy sources for slowing core{collapse, binaryinteractions appear to be the most robust (Elson et al. 1987, Goodman 1989, Goodman & Hut 1989).Approximating cluster stars as point masses must fail in the core{collapse limit. As the core densityapproaches in�nity, the �nite size of stars becomes important, and dissipative e�ects start to dominatestellar encounters. The formation of hard binaries through three{body interactions and tidal capture, andthe subsequent interactions of the binaries can halt and then reverse the collapse of the cluster core (Goodman1987, Statler et al. 1987), albeit at very high central densities. If the core is dominated by single degeneratestars, binary formation through three{body interactions dominates. Evidently binaries formed during corecollapse cannot be part of the mechanism postponing core{collapse during the earlier evolutionary phasesof the cluster. A possible energy source for postponing core{collapse is the presence of primordial binaries(Hut 1983c, Goodman & Hut 1989, Hut et al. 1992).The binary abundance in the Galaxy and halo has been estimated to be no less than 20%, and possiblyas high as 50% (Abt 1983, 1987, Latham 1989). Our understanding of stellar formation is not su�cientlydeveloped to state that the initial cluster binary abundance must be similar, but we cannot say with anycon�dence that there cannot have been a primordial binary population in the Galactic globular clusters.An early search for spectroscopic giant binaries found no evidence for the existence of a binary population inthe globular clusters (Gunn and Gri�n 1979), but subsequent observations have found a number of binaries(Pryor et al. 1985, 1989, Mateo et al. 1990, Murphy et al. 1991, Bolte 1991, 1992, Yan & Mateo 1994), andcurrent observations are consistent with a primordial binary abundance of 10% or more (Pryor 1989). Wewill argue below that selection e�ects and binary dynamics conspire to decrease the number of observablebinaries, and that the primordial binary abundance in globular clusters may have been as high as the observedGalactic abundance.In addition to the intrinsic interest in the e�ect of cluster binaries on the structure and evolution ofthe cluster, the presence of a substantial primordial binary population may in large part account for thedetection of a large number of X{ray sources and pulsars in Galactic globular clusters.2



1.2. Compact objects in globular clustersThere are twelve classic Low Mass X{ray Binaries (LMXBs) in the Galactic globular clusters (Lewin& Joss 1981, Predehl, P., Hasinger, G. & Verbunt, F. 1991 van Paradijs 1993). Comparing the hundredodd LMXBs in the Galaxy with the number of LMXBs per unit mass in the globular cluster system (�10=107:5M�, compared to � 100=1011:5M� in the Galaxy), the number of cluster LMXBs per unit massappears quite excessive. The launch of Rosat has led to the discovery of more cluster X{ray sources, andthere are indications that a number of faint, soft X{ray sources are also present in the clusters (Charles 1989,Grindlay 1994). LMXBs are canonically thought to be progenitors of millisecond pulsars, and it was soonrealised that the abundance of LMXBs might indicate a similar excess of pulsars in clusters (Alpar et al.1982). The �rst cluster MSP was soon found (Hamilton et al. 1985, Lyne et al. 1987), and intense searcheshave now revealed a large number of MSPs and binary MSPs in clusters (Phinney & Kulkarni 1994, vanden Heuvel 1991). In the Galaxy, a comparison of the inferred birthrates of LMXBs and MSPs suggestedthat there was an excess of MSPs relative to the LMXBs (Narayan et al. 1990, Lorimer et al. 1993). In theglobular clusters, this excess is also present, and possibly worse (Bailyn & Grindlay 1990, Kulkarni et al.1990). It seems clear that another class of MSP progenitors may exist; in the Galaxy this second channel forMSP formation may be through massive Be stars (Verbunt 1990, Johnston et al. 1992), a channel that isnot available in the globular cluster population; a di�erent mechanism for MSP formation must be invokedfor the cluster pulsars.That there are neutron stars in globular clusters is evident from the observation of MSPs. As there is nostar formation taking place currently in Galactic globular clusters, the neutron stars must be primordial, or,possibly, recently formed by accretion induced collapse (AIC) of heavy white dwarfs (Michel 1987, Grindlay& Bailyn 1988). In either instance mass transfer must have taken place recently: if the MSP ancestors aredead, primordial neutron stars, they must accrete to spin up; if the MSP ancestors are heavy white dwarfs,they must accrete to pass over the Chandrasekhar limit (Nomoto & Kondo 1991). LMXBs are believedto be accreting neutron stars, and hence are good candidates for being the progenitors of at least somemillisecond pulsars. The hard tidal capture binaries thought to form during core{collapse are an obvioussource of LMXBs; if the star captured is a neutron star, it will be captured in an orbit likely to lead tomass transfer; if the captor is a main{sequence star near turno�, or a (sub)giant, as is relatively probablein a globular cluster, stellar evolution will also drive mass transfer onto the neutron stars, again leadingto a LMXB (Verbunt 1990). Indeed, six of twelve classic cluster LMXBs are in clusters thought to haveundergone core{collapse (Trager et al. 1993, Grindlay 1993); four of the remaining LMXBs are in very denseclusters, which may have gone through core{collapse.LMXBs have long inferred lifetimes (but see Tavani 1991); and consequently low inferred birthrates,they are also readily detectable in even the most distant cluster. Although many LMXBs are transient,and may not have been observed in their on{state, this does not a�ect the birthrate argument, as theypresumably also do not accrete in the o�{state. There are now thirty two reported MSPs in the Galacticglobular clusters (Taylor et al. 1993). MSPs are hard to detect (Johnston & Kulkarni 1991, Johnston et al.1991); allowing for selection e�ects, the true number of pulsars in globular clusters is expected to be muchhigher. A number of MSPs have been found in relatively low{density clusters (Kulkarni et al. 1990b), inproportions far in excess of those expected from the two body tidal capture scenario (Fruchter & Goss 1990,Johnston et al. 1991, Phinney & Kulkarni 1994).A possible solution of the MSP birthrate problem is presented by a population of primordial binaries.A binary in a background of stars will undergo occasional close encounters with the �eld stars. The possibleoutcome of such encounters can be usefully classi�ed by the total center{of{mass energy of the three{bodysystem (Heggie 1975, Hills 1975a,b, Hut & Bahcall 1983), parametrized by the ratio of the relative velocityat in�nity and a critical velocity, v1=vc. vc =rGmTa �12m3 ; (1:1)where, �12 is the binary reduced mass, m3 is the mass of the �eld star encountering the binary, and mT isthe total mass of the three stars. Crudely, for v1=vc >� 1, energy is transferred to the binary, for v1=vc <� 1energy is transferred to the �eld star (see Sigurdsson & Phinney 1993). In globular clusters, v1 � 10 km s�1,and binaries with semi{major axis <� 10AU are e�ectively hard for stellar masses � 0:5� 1:0M�.3



An encounter may lead to a change of state in the binary: the original binary may emerge intact withdi�erent eccentricity and semi{major axis; one of the members of the binary may be exchanged, leaving the�eld star as a member of the new binary; there may be tidal encounter or collision between a pair of stars,or the binary may be ionized if v1=vc � 1, that is the system may become unbound, leaving three singlestars. For encounters with v1=vc < 1, the encounter may be resonant (Hut & Bahcall 1983). Collisions arerelatively more probable during resonant encounters. Cross{sections for various encounter scenarios havebeen calculated and tabulated extensively (Heggie 1975, Hills 1975a,b, Hills & Fullerton 1980, Fullerton &Hills 1982, Hut & Bahcall 1983, Hut 1983a, Hut & Inagaki 1985, Mikkola 1983, 1984a,b, McMillan 1986,Rappaport et al. 1990, Leonard 1989, Leonard & Fahlman 1991, Sigurdsson & Phinney 1993, Davies et al.1994). While collision cross-sections are of general interest, and provide a measure of binary interactions inglobular clusters, they fail in two ways to provide a consistent measure of the true physics: the encountersare not drawn from a population representative of the true local population of �eld stars, and, the history ofthe binary in the globular cluster is not tracked, in particular the recoil due to encounters and the consequentchange in binary distribution is not followed (Phinney & Sigurdsson 1991).1.3. Stellar collisions in globular clustersOf particular interest in globular clusters are encounters leading to stellar collisions. A neutron star(or white dwarf) colliding with a main{sequence star or a (sub)giant is likely to disrupt the star leaving athick disk around the degenerate (Finzi 1978, Krolik et al. 1984, Benz et al. 1987, 1989, 1990, Ru�ert &M�uller 1990, Davies et al. 1991, Davies et al. 1994, Rasio & Shapiro 1991, Lai et al. 1993, Goodman &Hernquist 1991, Sigurdsson & Hernquist 1992). Before the disk is disrupted, a substantial amount of mattermay accrete onto the degenerate at a very high rate. It is possible that enough matter may be accretedto spin the neutron star up to a MSP (Type I encounters, as classi�ed by Kochanek [1991]). In the caseof a white dwarf, it is not clear if accretion past the Chandrasekhar limit is possible, and if so, whethera neutron star is formed at that point (Verbunt et al. 1989). Main{sequence star mergers through thischannel may, at least in part, account for the \blue stragglers" observed in globular clusters (Leonard 1989,Leonard & Fahlman 1991, Livio 1993, Sigurdsson et al. 1994). The cross{section for three{body encountersis more weakly dependent on the core density than the two{body tidal capture scenario, and is consistentwith observation of MSPs in globular clusters of di�erent density (Fruchter & Goss 1990, Johnston et al.1991, Phinney & Kulkarni 1994). In addition, the time evolving distribution of binary parameters a�ects theencounter rate, as we attempt to elucidate in part in this paper (see also Hut, McMillan & Romani 1992).As a cluster collapses, the core density increases, and the binary encounter rate increases. For thestellar mass{ratios expected in cluster binaries, encounters tend to provide positive feedback in the initialstages, leading to an increasing encounter rate, as some binaries are softened, absorbing energy from thecluster. Later in the evolution of the cluster, binaries undergo exchanges which both widen the binary andincrease gravitational focusing, increasing the encounter (and exchange) rate. As the cluster approachescore{collapse this feedback is negated, as binaries start to be disrupted by collisions, or become hard enoughthat encounters lead to the binaries being ejected on wide, eccentric orbits about the cluster core (Phinneyand Sigurdsson 1991). At all stages up to the disruption of the cluster, a residue of binaries will still bemaking excursions to the cluster core for the �rst time, having resided in the cluster halo, with relaxationtimes of the order of the Hubble time. The energy input from the binaries will slow down the clustercollapse, postponing core{collapse. As the remaining binaries harden, the encounter rate decreases, andeach encounter becomes more likely to eject the binary from the core, reducing the energy input from thebinaries. Adjusting to the reduced energy input, the core contracts and core{collapse continues.In this paper, we consider the explicit time evolution of a population of test binaries in a �xed clusterbackground. A comparison between the collision rate in di�erent cluster models is obtained, as is the expectedenergy input to the cluster due to binary encounters. Previous estimates of the energy input from binarieshave been made from analytic approximations and averaged cross{section (Murphy et al. 1990, Gao et al.1991, Hut, McMillan & Romani 1992) and did not allow for the feedback as binaries undergo rate enhancingencounters, nor the actual probability distribution of encounter parameters, as detailed below. Thoughour treatment of binary{single star encounters is exact, it should be pointed out that we do not allow forbinary{binary encounters. To include a binary population would increase the number of mass groups (Nm)4



to O(N2m), and the computation e�ort by a corresponding factor. If the number of mass groups is large, theimplicit population average represented by the distribution function becomes a poor representation of the truedistribution, and the dynamics are dominated by statistically unique events not necessarily representative ofany real physical system. The equilibrium distribution of the binaries is not known a priori, and for denseclusters is most likely a function of the binary semi{major axis. We hope that our calculations will provideinformation enabling binary{binary interactions to be included in a consistent manner in future simulations.We note that stable hierarchical trinaries formed in binary{binary encounters may be an important collisionchannel in moderate density clusters, and should be accounted for in a complete cluster simulation.
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2. Cluster modelsThe binaries were evolved in a �xed background cluster model, de�ned by the density pro�le n(r) of itsstars of mass m�. The model can be adapted for any density pro�le and associated gravitational potentialand velocity distribution functions. In this paper we consider isotropic multi-mass Michie{King modelsonly. Future calculations will consider evolution in a more general model, including time varying densitydistributions.In general, we considered cluster models de�ned by one particle distribution functions f�(x;v;m�), fora discrete set of mass groups, m�; � = 1; � � � ; Nm, with corresponding local number densities, n�, and massdensities, ��. Initially we considered analytic, static models for the distribution function; later we hope todevelop more consistent models with a time varying distribution function. In particular, in this paper, weonly consider multi{mass Michie{King models,f�(") = n0�(2��2�)3=2he"=�2� � 1i; (2:1)where �2� is the core dispersion of mass group �, and " = �� � 12m� v2 is the energy of the particle inthe cluster center{of{mass frame. n0� are normalising constants to be determined later. Since �� = m�n�,we de�ne number and mass total densities, n(x) = Pn�(x); �(x) = P ��(x), and mean core mass �mcand mean core dispersion, ��2, scaling to the individual mass groups,�mc = ��10 NmX�=1m���(0)m��2� = �mc��2; (2:2)where �0 = �(0). Hence we de�ne a scale radius r0, analogous to the King radius in single mass King models,r0 =s 9��24�G�0 : (2:3)Each mass group is then scaled independently with scale radiusr0� =r �mcm� r0: (2:4)The models reduce to single mass King models for Nm = 1. As a check of the consistency of our codewe veri�ed that the models created did indeed reduce exactly to the corresponding King models in thatlimit. We have also used the solution to generate complete N{body realizations of multi-mass Michie{Kingmodels, with one particle of the appropriate mass, position and velocity for each star. These N{body modelswere generated for simulations of mass loss in young globular clusters due to stellar evolution, neutron starretention in globular clusters and the e�ects of tidal shocking on globular clusters. As part of our simulationswe have run the models as isolated systems for up to 300 dynamical times and veri�ed the distribution isvirial and stable (Sigurdsson & Hernquist in preparation).We de�ne a new potential, 	(r) = �(rt) � �(r), where �(r � rt) = 0. Note reversal of sign, r	 =�4�G�. Following the King model analogy, we de�ne a dimensionless parameter, W0 = 	(0)=��2, andconcentration c = log10(rt=r0). The total mass of the cluster, M , is then given by�r	(rt) = GMr2t : (2:5)To obtain realistic cluster models, we need to solve for n0� and rt, given r0, W0, n(0) = n0, m�, M and��2. In practice, not all the quantities are independent, and some are scale invariant. We pick scale n0 = 1,r0 = 1, and ��2 = 1, and choose W0 as an independent parameter determining rt=r0, for the given initialmass function. Our choice of n0 and ��2 then uniquely determines M and r0 in physical units.6



To solve for n0� and rt, we must decide a cluster mass function and the relative abundance of each massgroup. The current set of calculations assumes a Salpeter IMF,dN�dm� / m�1�x�� ; (2:6)with canonical value x� = 1:35, though we also used x� = 1:0; 1:5 in some of the simulations described here.In the current calculation, the zero age main{sequence number fraction of each mass group was calculatedfor a mass range, typically 0:1M� � m� � 15M�. A turno� mass was selected, 0:8M�; stars below theturno� mass were assumed not to evolve signi�cantly on the time scale of the simulation, stars above theturno� were assumed to have evolved completely before the start of the simulation. Later simulations willallow for explicit stellar evolution during the dynamical evolution. Other initial mass functions, such asMeylan's broken IMF (Meylan 1988), were also used to generate models to compare with those used.Stars with mass above the turno� mass, but below some critical mass, mwd (= 4:7M�), were assumedto have evolved to white dwarfs of mass 0:58+ 0:22� (m� � 1:0)M�, while stars above mass mwd but belowsome critical mass,mI (= 8:0M�), were assumed to disrupt completely; stars with mass greater then mI , butless then mbh, were assumed to become neutron stars of mass approximately 1:4M� (Cherno� and Weinberg1990). The mass function was truncated at mbh, and no black holes were assumed to be present. For thepurposes of the current set of simulations, all evolved stars were assumed to have been retained in the cluster;in practice some fraction is expected to be ejected, in particular a substantial fraction of the neutron starsmay be ejected. Bins for mass groups use the same binning used in Phinney (1992), and the mass fractionand number fraction, ��, in each bin were calculated by integrating the evolved initial mass function.To solve for n0� , we followed the method of Da Costa and Freeman (1976, see also Gunn and Gri�n1979). A trial solution n0� = �� was used, the cluster model integrated, the actual number fraction of eachmass group in the cluster, N� = 4� Z rt0 n(r) r2 dr; (2:7)was calculated and compared with ��; a new solutionn0� = n0� �� ��N��j ; (2:8)j = 1, was then substituted, and the integration iterated.To integrate the cluster model, we integrated for 	 in radial coordinates � = log10 (1 + r2=r20), withimplicit scaling n(0) = 1, ��2 = 1. Substituting into equation 2.1 using equation 2.3, we obtaindd�"�2(e� � 1)3=2e� � dd�#	(�) = �X� e�(e� � 1)1=22 9n0� 1~��� "e	(�)�2� erf(s	(�)�2� )�s4	(�)��2� �1 + 2	(�)3�2� �#; (2:9)where ~�� are normalising constants,~�� = �mcm� � erf(s	(0)�2� )e	(0)�2� �s4	(0)��2� �1 + 2	(0)3�2� ��: (2:10)Equation 2.7 was integrated using a simple leapfrog integrator with boundary conditions 	(0) = W0, andr	(0) = 0 (in practice the integration was started at �nite r with r	(�r) / �r). � was incremented invariable steps up to r = rt, de�ned by 	(r = rt) = 0. Stepsize was proportional to r for r < 1, and constantin � for r > 1, providing the highest density of steps near r = 0 and near the core boundary. Typically theconverged model required O(102) integration steps, although the intermediate integrations often requiredmore integration steps. The model was considered to have converged when max j1� ��=N�j < � (= 10�3).7



Cluster parameters were not found to be sensitive to � for small �, nor was there signi�cant variation inthe cluster parameters when the integration step was reduced by an order of magnitude, indicating that arobust solution had been found. After convergence, n(r), 	(r) and r	(r) were saved, as were each of n�(r).A cubic spline �t was also made to each of the quantities above (using standard IMSL or NR spline �ttingroutines), and the breakpoints and coe�cients for each �t were saved for future use. In addition the massdensity, ��(r) and the projected surface density ��(r) were calculated and saved. Density pro�les obtainedwere compared with previous published calculations (Gunn and Gri�n 1979, Da Costa and Freeman 1976,Meylan 1988) and were found to be in good agreement, providing an additional test of the models. Thehalf mass radius rh was also calculated, as was the dispersion pro�le, �2�(r). Given a luminosity function, asurface brightness pro�le can be constructed, here we assume the light pro�le is dominated by turno� massstars and (sub)giants.A set of models was constructed by choosing W0 and an initial mass function. The density pro�les andconcentrations were calculated, and comparison with real cluster pro�les was made, selecting appropriaten0 and ��2, in an attempt to reproduce observed core radii, core dispersion and cluster concentrations. Thechoice of IMF was dictated by recent results from pulsar acceleration limits (Phinney 1991), in particular formodels of 47Tuc we chose not to use the models �t by Meylan (1989), in anticipation that they underestimatethe number of neutron stars in the core. Measurements of pulsar period derivatives in the near future shouldseverely constrain the cluster mass function. The mass groups produced by the evolved IMF are describedin Table 1. A number of cluster models were used, the ones discussed in this paper are described in Table2. The high mean core mass of the shallow IMF models used, attens the turno� mass star core pro�le,forcing a choice of larger W0 then typically used in single mass models, in order to reproduce the observedconcentrations of the globular clusters of interest. The high W0 inferred has interesting implications for thehigh velocity interlopers seen in some clusters (Meylan et al. 1991).
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3. Dynamics3.1. Initial ConditionsAn ensemble of binaries was evolved in model globular clusters, for a �xed length of time, T , using acluster of DECstation 3100s and, more recently, IBM RS 6000s. We evolved binaries of massmb (= m1+m2),eccentricity e, semi{major axis, a, in a �xed background potential, 	(r), as calculated in the previous section.The binary masses were drawn independently and at random from the initial mass function, with a provisothat we may require mi > mimin , and specify the stellar type. The initial eccentricity was selected from adistribution, P (e) = 2e, except that we required any binary containing a (sub)giant to have initial e = 0,irrespective of binary period or evolutionary stage of the giant. Observations suggest that Population IIbinaries in the galaxy with orbital periods less then 10 days also have e = 0 (Abt 1983), but as closeencounters will perturb the eccentricity away from zero, we decided not to impose that condition. It shouldbe noted that this produces some apparently abnormal binaries in some of the models, for example one runconsisting of a white dwarf{main sequence star binary with an eccentricity of 0.98! While such a systemwould not be expected to occur through normal stellar evolution, it is a possible product of an exchangeencounter, and thus such a system may plausibly exist in an evolved cluster. The algorithm setting theeccentricity of binaries containing giants to zero, was triggered by some heavy white dwarf and neutronstar containing binaries, for which the minimum primary mass was greater than the giant mass, resultingin a number of hard, zero{eccentricity binaries containing degenerates, mimicking a population of bothunperturbed and exchanged binaries. The semi{major axis was selected from a uniform log(a) distribution,amin � a � amax. After selecting m1;2, the stellar type was determined (main{sequence, giant/subgiant,white dwarf or neutron star) by comparing a random number with the fractional abundance of each stellartype in that mass{group. The stellar type was coded with an integer ag, and the stellar radius, R�, wascalculated. We assumed R� = ��m�M���R�; (3:1)with � = 1:0 = � for main{sequence stars, � = �1=3, � = 0:0162 for white dwarfs (Shapiro and Teukolsky1983), and � = 0 for neutron stars. In reality � is somewhat less than unity for main{sequence stars, butfor these calculations the approximation � = 1 is adequate.As we did not allow for explicit stellar evolution, (sub)giants were assumed to occur with constantprobability for any star in the turno� mass group (0:63M� � m � 0:8M�). The total probability of a starin that mass group being a (sub)giant was assumed to be 0.095 (fraction of cluster age (sub)giant of thatmass lasts), with a distribution of stellar radius such that t(R� > R) / R�3=2. Assuming a giant lifetime of4:7� 107 years for R� = 10R� (Fahlman et al. 1985), for a power{law IMF we get a probability distributionfor the fraction of stars in the turno� mass group with radius > R, fg ,fg(R� > R) = 4:7� 1077� 1010 0:8�1�x�1x� �(0:63�x�)� (0:8�x�)�� R�10R���3=2: (3:2)After calculating the stellar radius, if 2(R�1 +R�2) � a(1� e), we required a = a+ fc(R�1 + R�2)=(1� e),in order to avoid immediate merger of the stars. Unless stated otherwise, fc = 2. In the absence of a betterunderstanding of binary formation we assumed the binary members may be picked independently from theevolved IMF (Tout 1991), but we note that in practice binary masses may be correlated; in particular, masstransfer in the protostar phase, and during giant evolution for binaries containing evolved stars, may biasthe mass function.The binary was placed in the cluster at radius, r, selected from the density distribution, ��(r), ofone of the mass groups, with velocity, v, picked from the local dispersion for that mass group. Both theinitial positions and velocities were assumed to be isotropic in the cluster center{of{mass frame. The initialdistribution was deliberately chosen not to be the relaxed equilibrium distribution of stars mass mb, in orderto permit the binaries to relax naturally, particularly in the case of the lower concentration models. Theinitial distribution in the more concentrated, \evolved" models was more concentrated, but somewhat less9



concentrated than a population of point masses of comparable mass would be. As the simulations reveal,the binary population never settles down to the distribution expected for point mass stars of the same mass,as recoil induced by encounters ejects hard binaries from the core of the cluster.To pick the velocity, the peak of the velocity distribution was estimated,maxv f�(v) = f�(vm);for the mass group chosen, with v02 = 2�1� e�	(r)2�2� �v2m = 2�1� e v022 �	(r)2�2� �; (3:3)and a velocity was chosen from the distribution by Monte{Carlo acceptance{rejection, scaled down by therelative mass of the binary.The binaries were evolved in the cluster center{of{mass frame according to�r = r	(r) + adyf + akick; (3:4)where r	(r) is the potential gradient due to the mass interior to r, adyf is the dynamical friction experiencedby the binary, and akick is the e�ective acceleration due to scattering by individual stars in the cluster. Thekicks are time averaged, and a large kick may be due to a single close encounter or the cumulative e�ectof many smaller perturbations from distant stars. For binaries, close encounters will strongly perturb thebinary orbit, and signi�cant energy transfer may take place, su�cient to eject one or both of the binary andencountered star from the cluster. We calculate the e�ects of such close encounters separately and explicitly.To calculate adyf and akick, we �rst calculated the di�usion coe�cients, D(�(vi)), D(�vi�vj) (Binneyand Tremaine 1987). We consider a local orthonormal basis, f�̂; �̂; �̂g, relative to the binary, de�ned by thebinary's position, r, and velocity, v, in the cluster center{of{mass frame, with unit vectors�̂ = vv�̂ = r� vjr� vj�̂ = (r � v)v � v2rvpr2v2 � (r � v)2 ; (3:5)r = fx; y; zg, v = fvx; vy; vzg, then force components along the �̂ direction are parallel to the binary'sdirection of motion, and �̂, �̂ de�ne two equivalent (by symmetry) components perpendicular to the directionof motion. Hence we have three independent di�usion coe�cients, D(�vk), D(�v2k) and D(�v2?).De�ning � = 4�9 GMr0��2 ; (3:6)we �nd adyf = D(�vk)=X� 814� (mb +m�)M � ln(�) 1v2 1~���� erf( vp2�2� )e 	�2� � v�� e 	�2�� v22�2� � 13� v���3�; (3:7)where ln� � 10 is the Coulomb logarithm. Some care must be maintained in evaluating adyf near turningpoints in the orbit, as �nite precision in evaluating the integral can produce sign errors in the dynamicalfriction, especially at evaluations of intermediate steps in high order integration schemes. This can lead tospurious systematic expansion of the orbit in the cluster. This can be a serious problem for nearly radial10



trajectories, integrated with maximal timesteps, as is necessary to complete the calculation in �nite CPUtime. To deal with the underow, the dynamical friction can either be set to zero, or the sign reversed.As the magnitude of the dynamical friction is always small when a sign error may occur, either method isadequate. The other two components are given byD(�v2k) =X� 27p2� m�M � ln(�)1v 1~���  32p2��2�v2 erf( vp2�2� )e 	�2� � 3��v e 	�2�� v22�2�� v��� 	�2� � 310 v2�2� + 1�!D(�v2?) =X� 81p2� m�M � ln(�)1v 1~���  r�2�1� �2�v2 � erf( vp2�2� )e 	�2� + ��v e 	�2�� v22�2�� 23 v��� 	�2� � 110 v2�2� + 1�!: (3:8)We model akick by random uctuations in velocity, �v,akick = �v�t ; (3:9)with �v2k = &2i (D(�v2k)�t)�v2? = &2i (D(�v2?)�t); (3:10)where &i is a random number of mean 0, standard deviation 1, chosen here from a normal distribution.Assuming isotropy, in our coordinate system, this becomes�v� = &iqD(�v2k)�t�v� = &ir12D(�v2?)�t�v� = &ir12D(�v2?)�t; (3:11)transforming to the cluster center{of{mass coordinates, we �nd directly the random uctuations in velocity,�vx = �v� vxv +�v� (r � v)vx � v2xvpr2v2 � (r � v)2 +�v� yvz � zvypr2v2 � (r � v)2�vy = �v� vyv +�v� (r � v)vy � v2yvpr2v2 � (r � v)2 +�v� zvx � xvzpr2v2 � (r � v)2�vz = �v� vzv +�v� (r � v)vz � v2zvpr2v2 � (r � v)2 +�v� xvy � yvxpr2v2 � (r � v)2 : (3:12)The trajectory of the binary was integrated in the cluster center{of{mass frame, using a 4th orderRunge{Kutta integrator with quality control. The integrator only integrated the smooth force components,r	 and adyf ; the contributions from the random kicks were added after each integration step. Withthe random kicks added, the quality control on the integrator need not be very stringent, which shortens11



integration time signi�cantly. To check the accuracy of the integrator, it was run with both dynamicalfriction and kicks set to zero, and the stability of orbits in the cluster was con�rmed; quality control wasset to be su�cient to prevent any drift in the orbits. The integration time scale follows naturally from theunits selected, tscale = r0=��; typical integration times were 1010 years, requiring � 105=tn integration stepsor more. The time step used was variable, �t = �tn�1:0 + r0:1 + v�; (3:13)where � � 0:1, and tn � 1 is a time scaling factor, used to allow faster integration by integrating \super{orbits" rather than real orbits. If tn 6= 1 the r	 contribution to the force was integrated as if tn = 1, withthe contribution due to dynamical friction and kicks scaled as tn and ptn respectively. The assumptionis that each orbit is representing an average over tn, orbits with perturbations scaled appropriately. Inorder to integrate a su�ciently large sample of binaries for a su�ciently long time, we chose tn � 1 � 100.Care must be taken with tn large, or the kicks become large compared to the smooth force components. Inpractice, with a normal distribution of kicks, a few binaries were kicked into escape trajectories during runswith tn � 10, so an additional requirement that �vx;y;z < maxfv=5; �g was added, e�ectively truncatingthe normal distribution of &. The truncation could not be proportional to v for very small v, lest heavybinaries freeze in the core, after settling by dynamical friction, which is unphysical, and causes numericalpathologies. The truncation of the kick distribution is physically acceptable, as the central limit theoremensures we will recover the correct normal distribution of kicks by multiple truncated kicks. Binaries couldstill escape through a succession of kicks, or, by recoil from encounters leading to the binary hardeningsubstantially. A fraction of the binaries on radial orbits were kicked onto trajectories beyond the half{massradius, and the pericenter of the orbit then kicked out to several core radii before dynamical friction couldreduce the apocenter signi�cantly, at which point the relaxation time for the trajectory was typically longerthen the integration time (see eg. Sigurdsson 1993).3.2. EncountersAt each step of the binary's trajectory, the probability of an encounter with a �eld star, mass m�,P�(r; t), was evaluated. To calculate P�, we integrated over the local �eld star distribution distribution,f�(r; v), calculating the probability that a �eld star is on a trajectory with pericenter p relative to the binary'scenter of mass. We say an encounter has occurred if p � sa for some value s (= C+D(1+e); D = 0:6; C = 4)(Hut and Bahcall 1983). An encounter is speci�ed by the pericenter, the relative velocity at in�nity betweenthe binary and the �eld star, and the phase angles of the binary and the �eld star relative to the binaryaxis. An encounter was selected by picking a random number, uniformly distributed on [0; 1], and comparingit with P = P� P�. If P was greater then or equal to the random number, an encounter was deemed tohave occurred. Calculating P� is the most computing intensive task in the simulation. v(r) is not uniquelyde�ned, due to the varying angular momentum of the trajectory from dynamical friction and kicks, andhence P (r; v) must be calculated at each point in the trajectory. Tabulation and interpolation of P (r; v) wasconsidered, but as the integral could be evaluated in closed form for the distribution chosen, it was moreeconomical to evaluate it explicitly. For more general distribution functions it would probably be better totabulate P (r; v), and only calculate the partial integrals as needed. To calculate P , we calculated the rateof encounters, R, R(r; v) =X� Z n�(r)�(v;v�)jv� v�jf�(v�) d3v�=X� n�(r)I�; (3:14)with encounter cross{section, �(v;v�), given by�(v;v�) = �(sa)2 + 2�G(mb +m�)(sa)jv� v�j2 ; (3:15)and P (r; v) = �tR(r; v) for �tR(r; v)� 1: (3:16)12



Requiring �tR(r; v) � 1 provides an additional time step constraint on the integration of the orbit in thecluster, and can be important for (short lived) wide binaries in dense cluster. Assuming isotropic velocitydistribution, we �nd I� = Z v�0 �(v;v�)jv� v�jf�(v�)v2� dv�= 8�23 (sa)2v2hI1 + I2i+ 8�2G(mb +m�)(sa)hI3 + I4i (3:17)where Ii are given by I1 = Z minfv;v�g0 v2�v �3 + �v�v �2�f�(v�) dv�I2 = �(v� � v) Z v�v v��1 + 3�v�v �2�f�(v�) dv�I3 = Z minfv;v�g0 v2�v f�(v�) dv�I4 = �(v� � v) Z v�v v�f�(v�) dv�; (3:18)where �(x) is the Heaviside function, �(x) = � 0; if x < 0;1; if x � 0. (3:19)For the isotropic Michie{King model we can calculate Ii analytically. The integration was carried out usingMathematica, with the results checked using Macsyma and by hand. De�ning�� = m��mcC� = n0���3=2(2�)3=2W (r) = 	(r)��2 (3:20)and note that ��W (r) = 	(r)=�2�, then with v0 = minfv; v�g, we obtainI1 = C�v3 "3r�2 1��5=2 erf�r�2 v0�e��W (r)� v0���v20 + 3���e��W (r)� 12��v20 � v505 # + 3I3I2 = �(v� � v)C�"v24 � v4�4v2 + 1��v� 2��v + v�e��W (r)� 12��v2� 1��v� 2��v + v2�v �e��W (r)� 12��v2�#+ I4I3 = C�v "r�2 1��3=2 erf�r�2 v0�e��W (r) � v0�� e��W (r)� 12��v20 � v303 #I4 = �(v� � v)C�"v22 � v2�2 + 1���e��W (r)� 12��v2 � e��W (r)� 12��v2��#: (3:21)At each integration step, P (v� = p2	(r)) was calculated. If an encounter was deemed to have occurred,then P�(v�) was evaluated as a function of v�. Which mass group the encounter involves was determined13



by comparing the fractional probability of P�(v� = p2	(r)) with the total probability of the encountertaking place, and then v� was determined by comparing the fractional probability of encounter taking placeat di�erent v�, for that mass group.Given v�, we chose the relative velocity, v1 = jv � v�j, and hence the impact parameter such thatp � sa. We de�ne � to be the angle between v� and v,cos� = v � v�vv� : (3:22)For the isotropic Michie{King distribution function, an analytic expression for � 2 [0; �] can be found. Wepicked a random number &i, uniform on [0; 1], and chose � from&i = R(�jm�; v�)R(�jm�; v�) : (3:23)Integrating, and de�ning some auxiliary variables,c0 = jv � v�jc1 = jv + v�j� = 2G(mb +m�)sa = �c0(1� &i)(c20 + �) � c1&i(c21 + �); (3:24)we �nd after some algebra, that � satis�es t3 + �t +  = 0; (3:25)where t =pv2 + v2� � 2vv� cos �, and hencecos � = " (A +B)2 � (v2 + v2�)�2vv� #; (3:26)where A+ B is the solution of the cubic, t = A+ BA = 3s�2 +r24 + �327B = � 3s2 +r24 + �327 : (3:27)Knowing v1, and the maximum pericenter, we calculated the maximum impact parameter, adjusted forgravitational focusing. Given the maximum impact parameter, we picked the actual impact parameter,distributed uniformly in the area of the beam provided by the maximum permitted impact parameter.The beam is symmetric about the axis between the binary and the �eld star, and a phase angle for theapproaching �eld star was picked at random, as was the angle of the binary axis relative to the axis joiningthe stars. Given the �eld star mass group, the �eld star stellar type and radius R�3 were set, using thesame algorithm used to select the radii and stellar type of the binary members. It should be noted thatthe collision probability per integration step was typically less then the range of built{in random numbergenerators in most computers (1=(231 � 1) for DEC3100s), and to get a reliable encounter rate the randomnumber range must be extended. We used a uniform conditional probability distribution providing a smoothdistribution to less then 10�14, which was su�cient for our purposes. If the random number chosen wasless then 10�7, the probability was scaled up by 107, and a new random number was drawn uniformly on14



the interval (0; 1), and compared with the scaled encounter probability. This provides independent uniformsampling to less then 10�14, provided the random number generator has no sampling correlations.Having chosen an impact parameter, relative velocity and phase angle, the encounter was integratedexplicitly, using the three{body integration scheme described in Sigurdsson & Phinney (1993). The binaryparameters and the relative velocity were scaled to units where a = 1, and the three{body trajectory wascalculated explicitly until resolved, or the number of integration steps exceeded a �xed maximum (= 2�106steps; previous calculations indicated that a very small proportion of encounters required more then 106steps). Every 20,000 integration steps the state of the system was checked to see if the encounter wasresolved. Explicit provision was made for tidal encounters leading to a merger, merger being assumed if theseparation between any pair of stars was less then ft � (R�i + R�j ), ft � 3:1 (Lee and Ostriker 1986, seealso Benz and Hills 1992), fc was chosen less than ft; this was deliberate in anticipation that an encounterwith a contact binary (a � ft(R�1 + R�2)) would perturb the binary su�ciently for the system to undergoan energetic event. If a merger occurred, the orbital parameters of the resulting system were calculated,assuming an impulsive merger of the two stars, and no mass loss. The stellar type and radius of the mergedstar were also determined. If the resulting system was bound, the new binary was returned to the clusterfor further integration. After each encounter was complete, the �nal state binary was returned to the mainintegrator for further integration. If no binary existed after the encounter (system was ionized, or mergedleaving the third star unbound) the run was halted and a new binary was picked. If a binary was availablefor integration, its position in the cluster was updated assuming linear extrapolation of the binary's pre{encounter velocity in the cluster center{of{mass frame, and the velocity in the cluster was adjusted to allowfor the outcome of the interaction. For very soft binaries on orbits well outside the core, the encounter ratewas dominated by softening encounters with the lowest mass stars. To avoid spending excessive computingtime on these gradual ionizations, a binary was arbitrarily considered to be e�ectively ionized if its semi{major axis exceeded 1:2 � maxfai; amaxg, with amax = 10AU for most models, as ionization for binariesthat wide is virtually inevitable, and collisions during encounters are very unlikely for a binary that wide.The integration of the binary trajectory in the cluster center{of{mass was then continued until the orbitintegration had been run for time T , at which point the �nal state of the binary was saved and a new binarywas picked. A typical run consisted of 100� 1000 binaries, with T = 5� 108� 1010 years, less concentratedclusters being evolved for longer times.
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4. ResultsWe have run simulations using over 20 di�erent models of globular clusters. Here we discuss some ofthe general results derived from 13 of those models, involving some 15,000 binaries in 34 runs, where a \run"describes the time evolution and interaction of a set of binaries in a particular model for time T . Othersimulations and results are described elsewhere and focus on modeling particular phenomena in (particular)globular clusters (eg. Sigurdsson 1993, Sigurdsson, Davies & Bolte 1994). The rates derived here are forbinary{single star processes only, (T3 in the notation of Phinney & Kulkarni [1994]), the relative contributionof other processes will be considered in the next section.The expected number of products of various processes, X, �(X), is estimated from,� = fb(fr)fw nRNbN� �T ; (4:1)nR is the number of candidate products observed out of Nb simulations computed, MT is the total mass ofstars in the cluster as shown in Table 2, fr is the retention rate for the stellar types considered, assumedunity for all except neutron stars, and � is the mean lifetime of the observable result of the process (eg,pulsar or blue straggler), compared to the duration of the simulation, T .fb is the binary fraction of the cluster. Our default assumption is that primordial binaries are distributeduniformly in log(a), with 10% in each decade in a. That is, 50% of the stars are binaries with semi{majoraxis between 10�2 and 103AU . Wider binaries are ionized shortly after the formation of the cluster, tighterbinaries are liable to spiral in to contact. fw is the binary weight, as shown in Table 3, it represents thefraction of binaries in the mass{range chosen for the run, assuming the secondary IMF is drawn independentlyfrom the global IMF. � is readily estimated for other choices for fb, fr , � . Correcting for fw is non{trivial,as the encounter cross-section is strongly dependent on the masses of the stars interacting. fw ideally shouldbe corrected for the changes in the binary mass function due to exchanges, especially for the denser clusters.fb may also be corrected for the change in the primordial binary distribution as the cluster evolves. Inparticular, hardening of binaries due to encounters early in the evolution of the cluster may lead to an excessof binaries with semi{major axis, ac, such that �(ac)n0��(0) � t�1r , where tr is the cluster relaxation timescale and �(ac) is the cross{section for hardening encounters for a binary with semi{major axis ac.4.1. Cluster PropertiesThe thirteen cluster models discussed here are divided into �ve classes. Two classes of low densityclusters, two classes of high density clusters and a broad class of intermediate density clusters of varyingconcentration. To compare the cluster models with real clusters, it is best to compare the core radius, rc,the surface luminosity density �L(0) and the ratio of the half{mass radius, rh, to the core radius. The modelluminosity density follows from the relation given by Djorgovski (1993),�L(0) = p �mcn0rc(M=L) ; (4:2)where p � 2 is the concentration correction given by Djorgovski and M=L � 2 is the mass{to{light ratio.IdeallyM=L is uniquely determined by the IMF, but we leave it as a free parameter as other model parametershave large systematic uncertainties that are degenerate to variations in M=L.The models considered here (Table 2) are mostly motivated by real clusters containing recycled pulsars(Taylor, Manchester & Lyne 1993), with the exception of the low density model 1, which was consideredas broadly representative of the many low density, low dispersion globular clusters in the halo. As a �rstapproximation, models 2 can be considered representative of clusters like M53 and M13; models 3 arecomparable to M4 and M5; models 4 are an attempt to represent 47 Tuc or Ter 5, and model 5 is a model ofM15. Core{collapsed clusters are not well represented by any Michie{King model, and our model 5 attemptsto �t the core and inner parts of the cluster only.The choice of model parameters was partly driven by theoretical biases. The choice of IMF followsCherno� & Weinberg (1990) as does the choice of distribution of evolved remnants from higher mass stars.The relatively at Salpeter IMF is partly justi�ed by observational constraints (Phinney 1992, Pryor [pri-vate communication]), although its extension to both the low and high end of the mass range is poorly16



constrained observationally. At the low end, observations are confounded by mass{segregation biasing thelocally observed IMF (see eg. Pryor et al. 1989) and di�erential mass{loss due to tidal stripping; at thehigh end, there is no direct data, but comparisons can be made with the mass function of open clustersand theoretical models which are consistent with the IMF chosen here (Murray [private communication]).Ultimately, it is the number of dark, massive degenerate remnants that is important. In the model this isdetermined both by the IMF and the evolutionary model for the remnant mass as a function of progenitormass. Our models have a large dark remnant fraction, both neutron stars (NSs) and massive white dwarfs(HWDs), other choices are possible (cf. Meylan 1989). Our choice is partly dictated by the need for a largenumber of NSs or HWDs to produce the observed MSPs and LMXBs, partly by observations of high M=Lin concentrated clusters (Phinney 1992, Pryor [private communication]). Dynamically all that matters is thecurrent number fraction of dark remnants in the core, independent of their progenitor mass distribution.The NS fraction is further confounded by the fact that it seems likely that most NS are born with\kicks" and recoil at high speeds relative to their local standard of rest (Lyne & Lorimer 1994), and suchNS could not remain bound to a globular cluster. Clearly some NS are retained, with estimates as high as30% (Hut & Verbunt 1983). The retention factor is determined by the low end tail of the kick distributionwhich is poorly determined observationally. Further, it is not clear that the kick distribution of the currentlyforming NS is comparable to that of the low metallicity progenitors of the globular cluster NS. We drawsome comfort from the observation of PSR J1713+0747 (Camilo, Foster & Wolszczan 1994) which is a lowspeed binary pulsar in the galaxy and would most likely have remained bound to a globular cluster if born inone. We correct for any discrepancy between the model number of NS and those actually retained in clusterwith a post hoc correction factor, fr, when estimating formation rates.It is worth noting some features of the models chosen. With multi{mass models, the concentration isnot a unique function of the potential depth, W0. The core radius is determined from the surface densitypro�le of the turno� mass stars. The turno� mass, mt, need not be the same as the mean core mass whichdetermines the dynamical scale radius, r0. If mt > �mc then rc < r0 and vica versa. Steeper mass functionslead to smaller numbers of NSs and HWDs and thus a lower �mc, while low W0 clusters are less mass{segregated and have a lower �mc. The net e�ect (see Figure 1) is that multi{mass models span a smallerconcentration range as a function of W0. In particular we are forced to higher W0 to model concentratedclusters. It should also be noted that the dispersion, ��(0), used in the models is the intrinsic 1{D dispersionof an (imaginary) ensemble of stars of mass �mc, the projected 1{D dispersion of the turno� mass stars is theobservable quantity and is typically � 20� 30% smaller except for the most concentrated models.As discussed in Section 2, the code has been adapted to generate N{body realizations of multi{massMichie King models. We are using these as initial conditions for N{body modeling of mass{loss in globularclusters and tidal shocking (Sigurdsson & Hernquist in preparation). These N{body realizations are alsopotentially useful for Monte{Carlo modeling of observations of actual globular clusters. The code may beobtained from the �rst author.4.2. Encounter ProbabilitiesThe encounter probability for binaries (and single stars) on di�erent orbits in di�erent clusters are ofintrinsic interest. In addition to the total encounter probability, we can quantify the relative probability ofencountering di�erent mass stars, and the velocity distribution of encounters (see also Heggie & Hut 1993).The total encounter probabilities calculated for di�erent models were compared with analytic estimates andfound to be in agreement.Of particular interest is the relative probability for a binary to encounter di�erent mass stars as afunction of cluster parameters and mass function. The encounter probabilities are necessarily dominatedby encounters in the core, and we consider the fractional, orbit averaged relative encounter probability fora binary moving across the core. That is, the partial integral of the probability of encountering a starfrom mass{group � as a function of radius as the binary moves through a (half)orbit from pericenter toapocenter, normalized to the total encounter probability over the (half)orbit, Ptot. Some representativeresults are shown in Figures 2a{2d.The relative encounter probability depends both on the mass and dispersion of each mass{group, andthe core density of the stars of that mass. The gravitational focusing strongly biases encounters towards highmass, low dispersion stars, while a steep mass function and low concentration provides a high core density17



of low mass stars. For all models with x� � 1 the encounter probability outside the half{mass radius isdominated by the lowest mass stars, simply by virtue of their total number and the depletion of high massstars from the halo by mass{segregation.The relative probability of encounters with stars near the turno� (mass groups 7 and 8 for models with10 mass groups), compared to the probability of encountering massive dark remnants (mass groups 9 and10), is critical to predicted observational properties of exotic stellar objects in globular clusters. In the lowconcentration clusters, encounters with turno� mass stars are a signi�cant fraction of the total encounter ratein the core (see Figure 2a), with a comparable contribution from the lowest mass stars, especially near theedge of the core. For moderate concentration models, such as model 3.4 (see Figure 2b), the turno� mass starsdominate the encounter rate in the core, with an encounter with a turno� mass star being twice as likely aswith a HWD and three times more likely than with a NS. ForW0 � 6�9 the relative encounter probabilitiesare sensitive to the mass function, for a model with a slightly atter mass function the encounter rate wouldbe dominate by the NS (mass group 10), while a steeper mass function than Salpeter would ensure theencounter rate would be dominated by turno� mass stars over a broad range of intermediate concentrationclusters.For the most concentrated models (see Figures 2c, 2d) the encounter rate in the core is completelydominated by the NSs and HWDs, unless the mass function is very steep. For our model 4.2, whichapproximates a cluster like 47Tuc, over 70% of binary{single star encounters in the core should be with amassive degenerate, if our model is at all representative of the true mass function in the cluster. As wediscuss later, this implies the relative frequency of blue stragglers, CVs and MSPs should vary predictablywith cluster parameter. For model 5, our model for M15, the core encounters are completely dominatedby the neutron star population (mass group 10). This is in accordance with observations, which suggest asigni�cant population of NSs and HWDs in the core of M15 (Phinney 1992) and the observation of 10 MSPsin M15 (Anderson et al. 1990, Anderson 1992). The fractional encounter rate for turno� mass stars in thecore of M15 is only 2.5% according to the model. Outside the core, the turno� mass stars dominate theencounter rate for binaries on orbits at 5 � 10 rc with the lowest mass stars dominating by the half{massradius. As the density at few rc is � 104 pc�3 the number of encounters outside the core can be signi�cantin M15.The domination of the encounter rate by low mass stars outside cluster cores is important, as the criticalvelocity, vc, that determines the \hardness" of a binary is / 1=pm3, where m3 is the mass of the singlestar encountering the binary. Binaries that would be ionized in the core are hardened in the halo. This is incontrast with single{mass models in which ionization of wide binaries in the halo is e�cient, whereas in themulti{mass models the wide binaries may harden through encounters with low mass stars in the outskirtsof the cluster, and become \hard" by the time they reach the core through dynamical friction, where theyhave an appreciable chance of encountering the more massive stars. Thus the \hardness" of a binary is afunction of both the local dispersion and the nature of the local background population of �eld stars.Encounter probabilities for binaries or stars on di�erent orbits are readily calculated for any multi{mass Michie{King distribution. Calculations for particular models or families of models are available byarrangement with the authors.4.3. High Energy StarsThe orbital evolution portion of the code allows modeling of mass loss from globular clusters. Ourresults agree with those of Johnstone (1993), with a few percent of the stars drifting across the tidal radiusper half{mass relaxation time, and the mass loss biased to low mass stars. As Johnstone found, the dominantmechanism appears to be orbit perturbations near periastron for stars with high (orbital) energy on highlyradial orbits. As noted by Lee & Ostriker (1987), a star is not necessarily lost to the cluster if it crossesthe tidal radius, its orbit will still penetrate the cluster and further perturbations due to the inhomogeneityof the cluster potential may drop the apastron inside the tidal radius before galactic tides unbind the star.This is more likely for clusters on radial orbits about the galaxy, which spend most of their time at largegalactic radii, the tidal radius being e�ectively determined by the galactic tides at perigalacton.High energy stars are present in globular clusters, both as a consequence of the natural tail of the trun-cated Maxwellian velocity distribution, and because of recoil from stellar encounters in the core. Encountersinvolving binaries are particularly e�ective in generating a population of high energy stars (Hut & Bahcall18



1983, Sigurdsson & Phinney 1993). If a star is ejected from the core of globular cluster, and remains boundto the cluster, its orbit evolves under the combined e�ects of dynamical friction and the \Brownian kicks".Dynamical friction acts to lower the energy of the star, while the \kicks" can nudge the periastron of theorbit out of the core, leading either to escape from the cluster, or a moderately eccentric halo orbit. Asthe star spends most of its time near apastron, where relaxation time scales are long, the relaxation of theorbit is quite slow, even for concentrated clusters, and we may ask whether such high energy stars could beobserved. This is particularly interesting in view of the high velocity interlopers observed in 47Tuc (Meylan,Dubath & Mayor 1991) and other clusters (Pryor, Peterson [private communication]).A star can only be observed with a large projected velocity near the core of a cluster. High energybound stars at large radii are necessarily moving at low speeds, and only when passing through the core canthey be seen, in projection, moving at high speeds. Two factors confound the interpretation of observationsof high speed stars; there is a tendency to reject them as cluster members because their radial velocity isfar from cluster mean, and there is an ambiguity as to whether the core dispersion is to be calculated froma sample including the high velocity stars or not. Clearly including high velocity stars in the sample fromwhich the dispersion is derived, leads to a higher derived dispersion. Theoretically, one expects any clustermember observed to be bound to the cluster, to see a star in the core in the process of being ejected is apriori very unlikely unless there is rapid mass loss from the cluster through stellar ejection. Thus the highvelocity stars in 47Tuc should be considered to constrain the central escape velocity of the cluster, if theyare in fact in the cluster they must be bound to the cluster.An interesting question to ask is how probable is it that we might see high energy stars ejected from thecluster core, at high projected velocities near the core, and how that compares to the high velocity tail ofthe intrinsic velocity distribution? We did Monte Carlo simulations of the projected velocity of stars ejectedfrom the core of clusters at 90% of the core escape velocity, tracking the projected velocity, vp, as a fractionof the (intrinsic) core dispersion, ��. The probability of observing the star at high projected velocity is timedependent, as relaxation takes e�ect and the orbit circularizes in the cluster, it becomes less probable wesee the star at high projected velocity. Figure 3 shows the fraction of time a 1M� star ejected at 0:9p2W0��will be observed at di�erent projected velocities, averaged for 108 years and 109 years of orbit evolution, forthree clusters with di�erent W0. For a 47Tuc class cluster (W0 = 12), orbit evolution is not very strong evenover 109 years as the star spends a large fraction of its time in the cluster halo. The probability of observinga star at 3 � 4�� is approximately 5 � 10�3, requiring a total population of few hundred such stars in orderfor two to be observed at this time. If the high velocity stars in 47Tuc are representative of a set of starsejected from the cluster core through binary interactions, we infer that � 500 such interactions must havetaken place in the last 109 years. Both the stars observed are above the main sequence turno�, howevermany of the binary collision scenarios for producing such stars could lead to the ejected star moving o� themain sequence (Davies et al. 1991, 1994, Sigurdsson et al. 1994).4.3.1. Binary Neutron Star EjectionIn very dense clusters, NS{NS binaries form and may be hardened at high enough a rate to have asigni�cant probability of being ejected from the cluster core, or even beyond the cluster tidal radius. Such asystem is observed in M15, PSR B2127+11C (Anderson et al. 1991, Anderson 1992, Phinney & Sigurdsson1991). Hard NS{NS binaries are of interest as sources of gravitational radiation for planned observatorieslike LIGO, and as sensitive tests of General Relativity when observed directly (Taylor & Weisberg 1989,Taylor 1992). Of the three observed NS{NS binaries, one is in a globular cluster. A factor in estimatingthe total rate of NS{NS binary formation (and subsequent merger rate) is what fraction remain bound tothe cluster compared to the number ejected out of the cluster and counted as part of the �eld population(Phinney 1991). We �nd that NS{NS binary ejection is only important in the very densest clusters, such asM15, which are thought to have undergone core{collapse. While NS{NS binaries are formed in lower densityclusters such as 47Tuc, they are not hardened to the point of ejection. There were no NS{NS binaries in ouroriginal binary distribution, all formed by exchange or collision.We �nd that � 20% of the NS{NS binaries formed in our densest cluster are ejected from the cluster,with another 15% ejected to the cluster halo. Half the ejected NS{NS binaries were formed in \clean"exchanges where there would not have been any opportunity for mass{transfer onto either neutron star.19



Such systems would presumably not be detectable as radio sources. Of the NS{NS binaries remaining in thecore (or ejected to small radii where dynamical friction rapidly returned them to the core), 15% were involvedin a collision that led to a \soft" �nal binary and one would expect the resulting pulsar to be observed as asingle pulsar, its neutron star companion being rapidly unbound from the system by subsequent encounters.None of the remaining 50% NS{NS binaries were tagged as having had an opportunity for mass{transfer, allwere in hard binaries, but not hard enough to undergo spiral{in and merger though gravitational radiation.It would be expected that these binaries would undergo further encounters on time scales of 109 y withfurther ejections taking place as the surviving NS{NS binary population hardened or collided. Interestingly,no NS{PSR binary was inferred to be observable in the cluster cores. Statistically one infers there shouldbe 2{3 NS{PSR binaries in the cluster halo for any in the core.4.4. HeatingBinary interactions in the core of a globular cluster can heat the core and stave o� core{collapse fordense clusters (Goodmand & Hut 1989). We estimated heating rates due to the binary interactions. Apresentation of some of the detailed model results is published in Sigurdsson (1991) [see also Sigurdsson &Phinney 1993]. The results are sensitive to the assumptions made about the initial binary semi{major axisdistribution, and only qualitative conclusions can be made about general results. Net heating is also a�ectedby the mass loss due to ejections from the cluster core and energy dissipation during stellar collisions.In the low density clusters, binary encounters produce net cooling, of order 10�2 kT per binary. This issimply because our initial binary distribution included a fraction of soft binaries that were rapidly ionizedduring their orbital evolution in the cluster. For the higher density clusters, heating of � 1�10 kT per binarywas observed with the exact value subject to systematic variation by an order of magnitude depending onthe initial conditions chosen. Clearly, hard, massive binaries concentrated in the core of a globular clustercan be e�cient sources of heating. Reliable quanti�cation of the heating rate can be made with our method,but should be done on an individual cluster basis.4.5. Binary DistributionThere is strong evolution of the radial distribution of binaries within a globular cluster, due to dynamicalfriction, the Brownian kicks, and encounters.We tested the code by generating populations of binaries with a non{equilibrium distribution, andallowed them to evolve without encounters taking place. Binaries that were initially distributed with aunder{relaxed distribution relaxed to the correct equilibrium distribution for point masses of the samedistribution, on a relaxation time scale. We also over{relaxed an ensemble of binaries, that is we evolveda population of low mass binaries with an initial concentration appropriate to a higher mass population;the �nal distribution relaxed out to the correct, less concentrated equilibrium distribution appropriate to apopulation of the mass chosen.Some representative binary radial distribution pro�les are shown in Figure 4a{f. The Figures showtypical distributions of binaries for globular clusters of di�erent concentration and density. The plots showthe number of binaries per octave in radius for the initial and �nal populations. The last bin shows binarieswith excursions beyond the tidal radius either through Brownian kicks or ejections due to encounters.Figure 4a shows the relaxation of an over{relaxed binary population. The binary population includeda large fraction of low mass binaries that were over concentrated for their mass. The �nal distributionshows the relaxed binary distribution after 1010 years. Encounters were not signi�cant in modifying thedistribution, about 7% of the binaries were lost to the cluster, predominantly the lowest mass binaries.Figure 4b shows the evolution of a population of more massive binaries in the same cluster. The binariesnow relax to a more concentrated distribution appropriate to their mass. Signi�cantly fewer binaries are lostfrom the cluster.Figure 4c shows the evolution of di�erent binary sub{populations in a \typical"moderately concentrated,moderately dense (n0 = 104) globular cluster. The top two panels are for a more massive binary population,while the two left panels are for a initially less concentrated binary population. The less concentratedpopulations spend most of the time relaxing to the core and the net encounter rate for those is a factorof 3{4 smaller than for the initially concentrated populations. For the initially concentrated populations,20



Models 3.2.4 and 3.2.6, shown on the right in Figure 4c, recoil due to encounters is a signi�cant factor in theevolution of the population. Over 10% of the binaries, mostly those with binding energies in the 1 � 10 kTrange, undergo ybys or exchanges during which the binaries harden and recoil from the core of the cluster.As the relaxation time at rh is >� 109 y for these clusters, binaries ejected do not relax rapidly back the core.Figures 4d and 4e show the relaxation and ejection process for a denser, more concentrated cluster, onecomparable to 47Tuc or Ter 5. Again the massive binaries relax to the core and undergo encounters. Allthe binaries with binding energies in the 1�10 kT range that reached the core underwent encounters, as did20% of the lower mass and 50% of the high mass binaries in the 10�100 kT range. There is now a signi�cantoverpopulation of binaries ejected to � rh, where the binaries go into \parking orbits", as Brownian kickscircularize the orbits outside the core before dynamical friction can bring the binaries back to the core. ForModel 4.3, a few percent of the binaries are ejected from the cluster by recoil from encounters.Figure 4f shows the evolution of sample binaries in our model core{collapsed cluster. The processof relaxation and ejection is even more pronounced than for models 4.1 and 4.3 despite T being order ofmagnitude shorter. The depletion of binaries in the 1 � 5 rc region is noticeable in these models. This isthe region where the dynamical friction time scale is � T and the binaries segregate rapidly to the core.Binaries around rh do not relax completely on this time scale. The lower left panel shows the evolution ofa sample \halo" population of binaries, a population of lower mass binaries considered to have remained atlarge radii in the cluster as the core collapsed, either because they were formed at large radii, or because theywere ejected to the halo at early stages of the cluster evolution as seen in Figure 4c. A few of these wide,relatively low mass binaries di�use to the core during the simulation, where they rapidly undergo encounters,are hardened and more massive �eld stars exchange into the binary until it is ejected back to rh or beyondby recoil from the encounters.4.6. ExchangesA key feature of multi{mass binary{single star encounters in globular clusters is the large cross{sectionfor exchange (Heggie 1975, Hills 1976, Hut & Bahcall 1983, Hills & Fullerton 1980, Fullerton & Hills 1982,Hills 1992, Sigurdsson & Phinney 1993). The primary e�ect of exchanges that we are concerned with isthe change in stellar membership of a binary during exchanges, with high mass stars and stellar remnantspreferentially exchanged into binaries in evolved, dynamically cool systems, such as the current galacticglobular clusters.It is possible for a small fraction of neutron stars to become bound to a primordial low mass secondaryif there is a modest kick on the neutron star during the supernova. Such systems undoubtedly account formany of the galactic low mass binary pulsars with the secondary in wide, near circular orbits. There areseveral such systems in the galaxy, including PSR B1800-27, PSR B1953+29 and PSRJ 2019+2425 (Tayloret al. 1993), consisting of a recycled pulsar and a low mass white dwarf. The white dwarf is, presumably,the remnant of a low mass main{sequence star (MS) that evolved o� the main{sequence within the last� 109 years. It is possible that such a system could remain bound to a globular cluster on formation, withPSR J1713+0747 being an example in the galaxy (Phinney & Kulkarni 1994, Bailes 1989).Two low mass binary pulsars with white dwarf secondaries in wide, low eccentricity orbits are observedin globular clusters, PSR B1620-26 in M4 and PSR B1310+18 in M53. M53 and M4 have densities of� 103 and 104 pc�3 respectively. Correcting for observational selection e�ects, the inferred birthrate perunit mass for low mass binary pulsars in globular clusters is excessively high (Phinney & Kulkarni 1994and references therein). Exchanges provide a natural way of producing the progenitors of these PSR-WDbinaries. Either a single NS may encounter a binary containing a MS near the turno� and replaced thebinary secondary through exchange; or, a NS in a binary with a low mass companion encounters a singleor binary MS at the turno�, with the encounter producing a NS{MS binary. The MS subsequently evolveso� the main{sequence, spinning up the NS, leaving a wide orbit, circularized PSR{WD binary. A NS ina low mass binary may either form by exchanging a single NS into a binary with a companion of massless than the turno� mass, or may it may be a primordial NS{WD binary, with the WD descended from amoderately massive star, mass >� 1:5M�. Such a binary would have undergone unstable mass transfer whenthe secondary evolved o� the main{sequence, leaving a medium or low mass white dwarf in a tight orbitabout the NS. The NS would most likely have been spun{up to a pulsar at the time, but would have spun21



down past the deathline by now, the original mass transfer necessarily having taken place � 1010 years ago.Rappaport et al. (1990) discuss such a scenario for forming PSR B1620-26 (see also Sigurdsson 1993).In order for such an exchange to produce a low mass binary pulsar (LMBP), the �nal NS{MS binarymust have a semi{major axis a <� 0:5AU . Due to the increase in a during exchange, this process is dominatedby primordial binaries with a � 0:1� 0:3AU . In clusters with n0 <� 2� 103 pc�3, such encounters are rareand poorly explored by our method due to the very small number of such encounters in the total populationof low density globular clusters. The formation rate in the low density globulars can readily inferred fromexchange cross{sections (Sigurdsson & Phinney) given some assumed binary population.For intermediate density clusters, our simulations should be representative of net rate for such exchangebinaries. Model 3.2.4 produced two such exchange binaries, one ended up in the core, the other su�eredmodest recoil and at the end of the simulation was in an orbit at about 3rc. In model 4.1 another two suchbinaries formed, one of which was ejected from the cluster, the other ejected to few rc. Model 4.2.1 produced7 such exchange binaries, three of which were ejected to several rc, the remainder ending up in the core.For higher density clusters, such wide binaries have time scales for encounters in the core that are shortcompared to the observed LMBP characteristic ages.Model 3.2 is comparable to M4. With 1000 binaries run, then correcting for the mass{range used,these would be representative of a global binary fraction of � 20% in that semi{major axis range, or a totalprimordial binary fraction of order 50%. The number of exchange LMBPs expected per globular clusterin this class, �LMBP�ex = 0:3 from model 3.2.4. For a beaming factor of 0.5 and pulsar lifetime of 109years, we expect to see only one LMBP like PSR 1620-26 per six to seven clusters like M4. From thiswe infer a birthrate for PSR 1620-26 class LMBPs in moderate density clusters of 1 � 2 � 10�10 per year.This compares with a total inferred observable PSR birthrate of 5� 10�10 per year in such clusters, for allformation channels (Phinney & Kulkarni 1994).The situation is more interesting in the denser clusters of n0 � 105. There the production rate is anorder of magnitude higher, but with approximately half the pulsars expected to be seen outside the core nearrh. NS{MS binaries that return quickly to the core of those dense clusters should undergo more encountersin the core, particularly after spin{up when the binary has expanded through the conservative mass{transfer.With a �nal secondary mass of <� 0:3M�, an LMBP with a � 0:5AU is only marginally hard. The LMBPwill either ionize on a time scale >� 109 y, leaving a single pulsar, or will harden (and probably exchangesecondary )on a time scale of � 5� 108 years. We predict that a small population of eccentric, a � 0:3AU ,LMBPs should be observed in moderately dense clusters (n0 � 105 pc�3), with about equal numbers in thecore and halo, the core population having signi�cant eccentricities (� 0:3� 0:7), the halo population havingsmall eccentricities, comparable to PSR 1620-26.4.7. CollisionsThe primary goal of this work was to attempt to quantify binary{single star interactions which lead tothe formation of MSPs. As discussed earlier, we require that mass{transfer take place onto a NS (or HWDif AIC occurs) in order for a MSP to be formed. During our integration of the individual encounters, wekept track of the separation between individual stars, and compared the stellar separation to the assignedstellar radii. If an encounter led to an approach within 3:1R� between any pair of stars, we assumed a tidalencounter had taken place and the encounter was agged as a candidate for mass transfer taking place.In order to investigate the dynamical evolution of such encounters, we assumed the stars involved mergedin a completely inelastic collision, conserving momentum only, (see Davies et al. 1994) and estimated therelative orbital parameters of the third star involved in the encounter. If the third star was found to bebound to the merged stars in this approximation, the new binary was returned to the cluster for furtherorbit integration in the cluster potential. If the third star was judged to be unbound from the merged star,orbit integration was terminated. The evolution of the orbits of single merged stars in globular clusters isconsidered separately (Sigurdsson et al. 1994, Davies & Sigurdsson [in preparation]).Table 4 shows the statistics for collisions in the simulations discussed here. We separate the collisionsas to the most massive star involved, nNS counts collisions involving neutron stars, nWD counts collisionsinvolving white dwarves, and nMS counts collisions involving main{sequence and (sub)giant stars only.Assuming that all such collisions lead to the productions of MSPs, CVs and BSs we discuss some of theimplications for total and relative production rates for these objects in di�erent globular clusters. One fact22



readily discerned from Table 4, is that only binaries already concentrated in the core of the cluster arerelevant for calculation of collision rates. We therefore assume that (at least for n0 >� 104) the correct ratesare to be inferred from the runs for which the binaries are initially relaxed to the core.A severe problem in deriving statistical production rates for MSPs and LMXBs is not only that the totalnumber derived from our simulations is small, but also that the total number in the di�erent class globularclusters is also small and subject to the actual vagaries of \unique" events. In calculating �PSR;CV;BS forthe respective objects, we will assume an uncorrected fb of 0.1 per decade in a, a fr = 0:2 and �PSR = 109,�CV = 3 � 109 and �BS = 5 � 109. We note that MSP lifetimes are variable, and the variation may besystematic with globular cluster parameters as NS may be spun up to di�erent spin periods according tothe creation process and (for high density clusters) the local stellar density. The observable lifetime of CVsis sensitive to whether mass transfer is stable or not, and the ux to which observers are sensitive, and �CVshould be considered for scaling purposes only.4.7.1. Neutron StarsIn the low and moderate density clusters we only found one collision involving a neutron star, out ofa total of 16 collisions. In Model 3.2.4, a �eld WD encountered a wide (a � 5AU ) NS{MS binary (typicalof exchange binaries formed at low densities) and during the interaction the NS and MS collided. Such acollision would presumably lead to a single MSP, possibly with a very low mass remnant core of the MSin a very tight orbit. We infer �MSP�coll <� 0:3. Ignoring the statistical uncertainty, we predict that suchprocesses occur at about half the rate for exchanges leading to LMBPs discussed above.The situation is more interesting for the higher density clusters, where in addition to a statisticallysigni�cant �, we see a number of individually interesting collisions in the simulations.Models 4.1.2,3 provide 4 NS collisions, one from what was initially a NS{MS contact binary. Inferred�MSP�coll = 8. Assuming a beaming factor of 0.5, we infer 4 observable MSPs per cluster. This compareswith Model 4.2.1 where we have 8 NS collisions, for a �MSP�coll = 2. One of the collisions was in a binarywhere mass transfer would likely be taking place prior to the collision. Further, in Model 4.2.1, we see inaddition 2 WD{MS collisions where an NS is inferred to be bound to the system in a tight orbit (a < 1AU );3 MS{MS collisions in which a companion NS is left bound, one in an orbit where it is likely to collidewith the merged stars; and 2 WD{WD collisions which might lead to AIC and hence a MSP. Thus we infer�MSP � 4, and � 2 observable MSPs, given our assumptions. As model 4.2 is only half as massive as Model4.1, both simulations lead to an estimated 2 observable MSPs per 106M� for globular clusters in this densityand concentration range. For the Model 4.1 runs we �nd two of the collisions had the third star nominallybound after merger, but in orbits wide enough that the third star should be stripped from the pulsars ontime scales of O(108) years. For Model 4.2 we �nd one case where the third star (another NS) should bebound in a tight, a � 0:2AU , orbit; one MS{WD merger with a bound (a � 0:5AU ) companion, and oneWD{WD merger AIC candidate with a bound WD at a � 0:5AU . Thus we conclude � 75% of MSPs inclusters with n0 � 105 should be single, or have a low mass stellar core remnant in a very tight orbit, suchas PSR B1744-24 in Ter5, or PSR B0021-21I,J in 47Tuc.For Models 4.3.1,2,3, for which the IMF slope x� = 1:00, we have 9 NS collisions. Inferred �MSP�coll =72, or 36 observable MSPs given a beaming factor of 0.5. Model 4.3 is comparable to Ter5, in which anumber of unresolved steep spectrum radio sources are observed (Fruchter & Goss 1990). Of the 9 NScollisions, 5 led to the third star unbound to the merger, one involved a MS colliding with a MS{NS contactbinary and probable triple merger, three led to the third star bound in a tight orbit. In addition, therewere 4 WD{WD collisions three of which could in principle lead to AIC. There were 2 WD{MS collisions inwhich the third star was a NS and was inferred to remain bound to the merged star on a tight orbit. For atotal �MSP = 120! It is worth noting that one of the NS collisions involved an initial WD{NS binary witha = 0:1AU , encountering a �eld WD which collided with the NS, leaving the original WD companion on a0:4AU orbit.For our densest model, Model 5, we have 13 NS collisions. From runs 5.0.1 and 5.0.4, the inferred�MSP�coll = 31 or 15-16 observable MSPs given our assumed beaming factor and MSP lifetime. By com-parison, run 5.0.2 where we assumed too large a range in a and m1;2 for the binaries surviving in the core,leads to much larger inferred �MSP�coll (= 1100). In addition we had 6 WD{WD collisions that might leadto AIC, and 4 WD{MS collisions in which the third star was a NS inferred to be bound in an orbit tight23



enough for subsequent mass{transfer. Two of the WD{MS + NS collisions would probably have led to theNS colliding promptly with the WD{MS merged star, the other two led to the NS bound in an orbit of0:1� 0:5AU , two of the WD collisions were in model 5.0.2 and are discarded for the MSP calculation. Thisgives a total �MSP � 62 or 31 observable MSPs.4.7.2. White DwarfsIn all the Model 3 runs, 7 MS{WD mergers were observed during our simulations. All came from wide(a � 0:3� 3AU ) MS{WD binaries, with the stars colliding during a resonant encounter, leaving the thirdstar unbound in our approximation. The MSs had masses of 0:5�0:7M�, while the WDs were 0:5�0:9M�.Averaging over the models discarding the low initial concentration runs which produced no collision, we infer�CV�coll = 79, for cluster with n0 � 104, MT � 106. Interestingly, the largest contribution to � is from thelower mass and lower initial concentration models, suggesting care must be taken in inferring total � for themore concentrated models from the high mass binary runs.There were 3 WD{MS collisions in Models 4.1, giving a �CV�coll = 116, however, using just Model4.1.1 we infer �CV�coll = 330, suggesting that in fact the high binary mass models may be missing collisionsof low mass WDs. For Model 4.2.1, we have 27 WD collisions, 4 of which have been assumed to lead toMSPs, leaving a total �CV�coll = 100, Model 4.2 is twice as dense as Model 4.1 but only half as massive,suggesting our estimates for CVs formed through the T3 channel are robust. In Models 4.3 there were 14WD collisions, 5 of which were assumed to lead to an MSP, leaving a �CV�coll = 1590.In Models 5, we have 16 WD collisions, 10 of which were assumed to lead to MSPs, from Models 5.0.1and 5.0.4 we infer �CV�coll = 776, while from Model 5.0.2 we infer �CV�coll = 6600! It is likely the realproduction rate is intermediate, with the massive binary runs undercounting the CV formation rates, whilerun 5.0.2 extends to large a than are likely to survive in a cluster of such a high density, even allowing forhalo binaries returning to the core. A further problem is caused by the fact that �CV � T for Model 5,and many of the observable CVs would have been formed before core{collapse, while the core was at a lowerdensity.4.7.3. Main Sequence StarsThere were 8 MS{MS collisions in the model 3 simulations. Seven of those eight involved stars whosecombined mass exceeded the turno� and would lead presumably lead to a BS formed. The remainingcollision, in model 3.3.3, was between a 0:4M� and a 0:3M� star and may not have produced a BS. We infer�BS = 15, averaging over the runs. For comparison, we infer O(150) low mass stars (m1 + m2 � 0:7M�)have collided in the last 1010 years per 106M� for moderate density clusters.The MS{MS collisions in Models 4.1 and 4.2 are not statistically signi�cant. For Model 4.2.1 we have12 MS{MS collisions, one of which was assumed to lead to a MSP. Of the remaining 11 collisions 2 involveda giant or a sub{giant, for a total �MS�MS = 80. It should be noted that the mass range for the binaries inModel 4.2.1 is too high to cover the lower end of the blue straggler range, so this should be considered anestimate for the brighter blue straggler population only.We can also estimate �MS�MS from Models 4.3.1,3 and 5.0.2 which include binaries in the appropriaterange in mass. For Model 4.3.1,3 we have 5 MS{MS collisions with no NS bound, for a �MS�MS = 1470.For Model 5.0.2 we have 5 MS{MS collisions (one involving a (sub)giant), for a �MS�MS = 27500! Again,the estimate for Model 5 is not reliable because of the excessively large range in a and the fact that �BS � Tand most of the MS{MS collisions should have taken place prior to core{collapse.
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5. ConclusionBinary{single star interactions (T3) are a major production channel for recycled pulsars in globularclusters, and binary encounters also contribute signi�cantly to production of cataclysmic variables and bluestragglers in globular clusters. Exchange production (E) also appears to be a signi�cant channel for MSPformation in intermediate density clusters. Other possible channels include single star tidal interaction (T2),binary{binary interactions (T4) and AIC (see Phinney & Kulkarni).5.1. Pulsars in Globular ClustersThere are 32 currently known pulsars in galactic globular clusters. Eight are in M15, another ten are in47Tuc. The detection of pulsars in globular clusters is strongly biased by selection e�ects: including whichglobular clusters can be reached by the biggest radio observatories, notably Arecibo; di�erent dispersionmeasure towards di�erent clusters, and simply the proximity of the di�erent clusters to our solar system. Amajor selection problem is due to the variable pulsar spin period observed in short period binary pulsars,which substantially reduces search sensitivities to short period binary pulsars and biases the observed singleto binary pulsar ratio (see Phinney & Kulkarni 1994, and references therein). A more subtle problem isthat whether considered by individual globular cluster, groups of similar clusters, or in total, the statisticalsample of pulsars in globular clusters is poor. Our modeling of globular cluster pulsars is intrinsically limitedby this poor statistical population and some of the pulsars observed may be individually \unique" ratherthan representative of an underlying population.Additional confounding factors include the uncertainty in the spin{up mechanism for recycled pulsars,which may lead to systematic di�erences in pulsar populations in clusters of di�erent concentration. Boththe question of the relative importance of classical LMXBs vs some rapid, non{observed channel for neutronstar spin{up, and the question of AIC, may cause population gradients between clusters of di�erent densityand concentration. Further problems are caused by the lack of characteristic ages for many cluster MSPsand the contamination of the measured ages by pulsar acceleration (Phinney 1992).47Tuc (NGC 104) is the most interesting of the globular clusters containing observed MSPs. All 10observed MSPs are short spin period, at least �ve are thought to be single, two are in near contact binariesand one is a short period binary. From our models we would conclude that binary{single star encounterscan account for the 47Tuc population if the cluster is intermediate between our Models 4.1,2 and 4.3. Thatis, a IMF with a relatively at slope, leaving � 2% NS remnants by mass, � 20% of which remain bound tothe cluster, and a concentrated population of a � 0:1AU massive binaries will produce the observed numberof pulsars, with the majority single MSPs.We predict a large number of MSPs should be present in Ter5. Only one is observed, but VLA imagingsuggests many more are present, not yet detected by timing. PSR 1744-24A position outside the core of Ter5,with a low mass, accreting companion is consistent with a binary{single encounter involving a collision andmodest recoil (Sigurdsson 1991, Phinney & Sigurdsson 1991). The number of MSPs detectable in principlein Ter5 should be 10-30, if its binary and remnant population is comparable to that of other globulars.For M15 (NGC 7078), we infer too many observable MSPs from our model. Comparing with run 5.0.2,and the �nal state of runs 4.2,3, we can see that our canonical estimates for fb cannot hold in core{collapsedclusters, too many binaries are destroyed or ejected before the cluster can reach its present density to sustainthe interaction rate inferred. Allowing for a reduced fb, and the expected contribution to the MSP productionby neutron star{single star collision (Krolik et al. 1984, Phinney & Kulkarni 1994), our model is consistentwith the number of MSPs observed. We require that � 2=3 of the hard, massive binaries in M15 have beendisrupted or ejected from the core by past interactions. Certainly the spectacular success of binary{singlestar encounter models in explaining PSR B2127+11C suggests that T3 production is signi�cant in M15(Phinney & Sigurdsson 1991).Cluster NGC 6624 is a high density cluster with relatively low dispersion and only � 1=10 of themass of M15. It contains two observed single pulsars, one short spin period one long spin period. This isconsistent with the population in M15, and reinforces the suggestion that the long spin period pulsars inthese dense clusters may have formed by T2, and the short spin period pulsars formed by T3 (or relatedT4/AIC processes). This would suggest that the single slow pulsar in NGC 6440 may have formed by T2.PSR B1821-24A in M28 (NGC 6626) is the original globular cluster pulsar. M28 is intermediate between25



our Model 3.2 and Model 4.2 suggesting we should indeed expect to see O(1) MSP in the cluster, eithera LMBP formed by exchange or a 47Tuc class single pulsar formed by T3. PSR B1802-07A in NGC 6539is a comparable case, but in a short period eccentric binary. Most likely PSR B1802-07A formed by T3or T4, with the present companion the remnant of the colliding (turno� mass) star, with the secondaryenvelope ejected early in the spin{up process and circularization of the binary terminated as the remnantcore detached. Alternatively, it could be the spectator (white dwarf) star in a T3/T4 collision, the colliding(main{sequence) star having been entirely disrupted. This is somewhat less likely, because of the very tightorbit of the secondary, and would have required the current secondary undergo a common{envelope evolutionphase as the colliding star remnant was dissipated, in order to bring the secondary to its current orbit.M5 (NGC 5904) contains two pulsars, PSR B1516+02A,B, one single, one in a 7 day eccentric binary.With a density of � 104M� pc�3 and moderate dispersion, M5 is closest to our Model 3.2, where we wouldpredict one MSP per several clusters. M5A is an unusually long characteristic age (2 � 109 years), whichpartly accounts for the number observed. Both pulsars are consistent with a T3/T4 collision, with M5Bsimilar to PSR B1802-07A, and a possible detached remnant of a star that underwent a grazing collisionwith the neutron star. If M5 has a high core binary fraction, the presence of two pulsars is readily explainedby the enchanced rate for T4 production over T3.PSR B1620-26 and PSR B1310+18 in M4 (NGC 6121) and M53 (NGC 5024) are most certainlyexchange binaries as discussed earlier. PSR B1908+00A, a single pulsar in NGC 6760, and the two pulsarsin M13 (NGC 6205), single PSR B1639+36A and binary PSR B1639+36B fall into the same category as theM5 pulsars, and may also be accounted for by a combination of T3 and T4 collisions given a Salpeter IMFand a high binary fraction. The lower dispersion of these clusters enhances the cross{section for T3 (andT4) processes relative to our models and partially accounts for the higher MSP production rate inferred. Wewill be exploring T3 processes in low mass, low dispersion clusters further using our technique.We do not �nd it necessary to invoke AIC to account for any globular cluster MSP formation, althoughit is by no means excluded as a formation channel. The relative fraction of NS spin{up to AIC depends onfr (which we assume to be constant but may vary according to cluster concentration and even metallicity),compared to the ratio of HWDs that may undergo AIC to NS formed given the assumed IMF. The latterfactor is very poorly constrained observationally and theoretically, as is the actual mass and accretion ratenecessary for AIC. Upon undergoing AIC, a binary should go from e = 0 to e � 0:1 due to the sudden loss ofmass from neutrino ux, and this might be a signature of AIC, with M5B and possible PSR B1802-07A beingpossible candidates; however, if the secondary does not become detached at AIC but continues mass{transfer,then the binary will recircularize and continue evolving. Detailed modeling of AIC scenarios is necessary toresolve this issue. If AIC does not occur, then the WD{WD collisions observed, for which the total massexceeds the Chandrasekhar mass, should lead to detonation and an observable supernova. We �nd WD{WDcollisions occurring at the rate of RA � 5 � 10�10 y�1 for n0 � 105 pc�3, RA � 3 � 10�8 y�1 for at IMF,n0 � 3� 105 pc�3 Model 4.3, and RA � 5� 10�7 y�1 for our Model 5. Averaged over the galaxy, we infer aglobular cluster supernova rate of RA�SN � 3�5�10�6 y�1, dominated by core{collapsed clusters, possiblya factor of ten higher if the IMF is at or T4 processes contribute strongly (fb large). This compares with atotal galactic supernova rate estimated at � 10�2 y�1. We are unlikely to observe an extragalactic supernovain a globular cluster in the near future but may see one per century at current detection rates.Our simulations show a few LMBPs should be formed in intermediate density clusters with companionswith O(0:1AU ) eccentric orbits, formed by T3 (or T4) collisions, the third star remaining bound to themerged remnant after the collision. M5B is a possible example of such an object, we expect more to befound in slightly wider, more eccentric orbits. The extent to which the secondary orbit would be circularizedduring the spin{up of the MSP and the ejection of the bulk of the collided star is a largely open questionand one of current theoretical interest.We do not consider the process of spin{up here, and hence cannot make strong statements aboutexpected number of X{ray sources, Thorne{ _Zytkow objects (Thorne & _Zytkow 1977) or \shrouded" neutronstars (Krolik et al. 1984, Tavani 1991).5.2. Blue Stragglers and Cataclysmic VariablesFrom our models, we can make some quali�ed statements about the production of CVs and BSs through26



the T3 channel. Both CVs and BSs may be expected to be currently formed in globular clusters throughprimordial binary evolution, as well as through interactions. T3 production, as well as T2 and T4 channels,will add to this background rate. In core{collapsed clusters densities are high enough that binary interactionsand exchanges have signi�cantly decreased the production rate from primordial, isolated binaries.For CVs, we predict T3 production, relative to the MSP production, is relatively more e�cient at lowto intermediate densities than for high density clusters, with NCV�T3=NMSP�T3 decreasing from � 200 forn0 � 104 to � 20 for core{collapsed clusters like M15. Comparing the number of bright CVs to the number ofMSPs observed in di�erent density clusters should constrain the relative importance of di�erent productionchannels, and hence the mass function and binary fraction.Binary interactions have been suggested for blue straggler formation in globular clusters. Leonard hasconsidered this scenario in considerable detail (Leonard 1989, Leonard and Fahlman 1991). We �nd that T3production can account for 10�100 BS per 106M� in intermediate density clusters. At high densities, the MScollisions rate is dominated by encounters with degenerate stars and we'd expect proportionately fewer BS.Arti�cially forcing a population of MS binaries into the core of high density clusters can lead to large numbersof BS formed, as seen in run 5.0.2, but this is not representative of real clusters. T2 interactions shouldbe proportionately more important for BS formation in the high density clusters (diStefano & Rappaport1994), and T4 interactions may dominate for low density clusters (Leonard 1989). The ratio of BSs to CVsand MSPs should further constrain the IMF and binary fraction in di�erent clusters.5.3. Other Factors and Future ProblemsIt is important to remember that half the mass of a globular cluster is beyond the half{mass radius, wecannot model a globular cluster by its core. The second lesson is that, unfortunately, systematic uncertaintiesin globular cluster parameters are still a major source of error in modeling cluster processes. In particular,the direct constraints on the global IMF and the global, total primordial binary fraction are too weak. Ourmodels do allow some indirect constraints to be made on globular cluster properties, given our associatedassumptions, and, perhaps surprisingly, the canonical parameters assumed for many cluster properties leadnaturally to many of the more exotic observed properties. That is, a Salpeter IMF with � 2% NS remnantsby mass and a modest fr � 0:2 is adequate to account for the MSPs observed through T3 and T4 channelcollisions, provided the total, global primordial binary fraction in globular clusters is comparable to that inthe galaxy.There is some degeneracy between fb in the a � 0:1� 1:0AU range, and the NNS (IMF )� fr , but thisis constrained by the number of MSPs in di�erent concentration globular clusters. We infer the NNS (IMF )is not much larger than expected from the Salpeter IMF with our choice of progenitor mass 7! remnantmass, or we would expect proportionately more MSPs in 47Tuc class clusters. We do require that fr is nottoo small, implying that neutron stars are born with a velocity distribution that has a signi�cant tail at lowvelocities (at least for low metallicity progenitors), or AIC is very e�cient. The value of fr favored (� 0:2)is comfortably within the theoretically permitted range (Hut & Verbunt 1983) and consistent with recentmodels of NS retention in zero age globular clusters (Sigurdsson & Hernquist [in preparation]). We do favorhigh fb, at least 10% of stars in globular clusters should be � 0:1�1:0AU binaries, this is strongly constrainedby the excess of MSPs in the lowest density clusters, where a large fb may enhance T4 interactions relativeto T3 su�ciently to account for the MSPs observed. Alternatively, the binary semi{major axis distributionis peaked around 0:2AU , as suggested by Trimble (1976)The e�ectiveness of binary{binary interactions needs to be estimated to evaluate the validity of theassumptions used in our calculations. Binary{binary interactions are signi�cant if~�4fb~�3(1� fb) � 1: (5:1)The total cross-section for binary{binary interactions is approximately four times that of binary{single starencounters. The collision cross{section during binary{binary encounters is dominated by resonances, duringwhich, typically, the lightest star is promptly ejected and the remaining three stars undergo a \democratic"resonance. The distribution of close approaches during such encounters is dependent only on the angularmomentum and energy of the triple (Valtonen 1988), not whether the triple formed from a binary{binary27



encounter or a binary{single encounter. As the fractional cross{section for destruction of one of the binariesis high (Mikkola 1975, Hut et al. 1992), binary{binary interactions are a self{limiting process, if the corefb is high, binaries are rapidly destroyed until the interaction rate is small. Mass segregation is e�ective atincreasing the relative core fb in concentrated clusters, in low concentration clusters relaxation time scalesare long and the total core mass is a large fraction of the cluster mass, requiring that a high partial densityof low mass, single stars in the core.Calculating the full di�erential cross-section for binary{binary encounters for a realistic range of massesand semi{major axis will be necessary to determine the actual e�ciency of binary{binary encounters, andgetting de�nitive estimates of the di�erent interaction rates. In the meantime, the detection of blue{stragglersin low density clusters (Nemec and Cohen 1989, Yan & Mateo 1994, Bolte 1992) may be taken to provide ameasure of the background rate, due perhaps to merger of close primordial binaries during evolution (Mateoet al. 1990). The encounter rate observed, and the parameters of the colliding systems involving neutronstars are consistent with the ratio and distribution of single and binary pulsars observed in the Galacticglobular system. In particular, the ratio of single to binary pulsars is accounted for, and the presence ofbinary pulsars M15C and Ter5A outside their cluster cores is explained. As found previously (Phinney andSigurdsson 1991) a number of binary neutron stars were found to be ejected from the cluster after colliding,and of order 20 short period binary pulsars with a neutron star or white dwarf companion might be expectedin the Galaxy, having been ejected from core collapsed globular clusters in the last 109 years(Phinney andSigurdsson 1991).The evolution of a complete range of binaries in a time evolving cluster model, from zero age throughcollapse, is necessary to ultimately determine the correct parameters. Such a calculation should allow forstellar evolution and binary orbital evolution through gravitational radiation. The heating rates calculatedwith these models and in Sigurdsson and Phinney (1993) should contribute to the development of a self{consistent cluster evolution model. The inclusion of binary{binary encounters is necessary if fb � 0:5, andit would be desirable to include encounters with hierarchical trinaries. Some progress is being made towardssystematically calculating such encounters (Hut 1990). At a later stage we expect to make calculations ina time varying background. By using the estimated energy release during the evolution, and iterating thecalculation of the evolution of the cluster collapse, and using SPH codes to model the outcome of stellarcollisions (Davies et al. 1994), we hope to eventually produce partially self{consistent models of clusterevolution. We also plan to investigate the e�ects of a population of low mass black holes on the clusterdynamics (Grindlay 1993, Kulkarni et al. 1993, Sigurdsson & Hernquist 1993).It is possible to account for the pulsars observed in the Galactic globular clusters through the interactionsof binaries and neutron stars, assuming some very reasonable values of the globular cluster parameters.We would like to thank D. Cherno� for helpful discussion and comments. This research was supportedin part by NASA grants NAGW{2144 and NAGW{2422, the NSF under Grants AST 90{18526 and ASC93-18185, and an ASF Thor Thors fellowship.
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CaptionsTable 1Table of mass{groups for the models run. x� is the exponent of the initial mass function, the secondcolumn shows the index of mass groups. mhi and mlo are the upper and lower boundaries on each massgroup, respectively, while �m is the mean mass of that mass group. fm is the fraction of the total mass of thecluster in that mass group, fn is the number fraction of that mass group in the cluster and fL is the fractionof that mass group that is luminous. Model 4.3 was run with x� = 1:00 but only had eight mass groups; thelowest mass group covered the range covered by mass groups 1{3 in this table, the other mass groups werethe same. The mean stellar mass for x� = 1:00; 1:35; 1:50 was 0:224; 0:241;0:297M� respectively.Table 2The parameters of the models used in the calculations. x� is the exponent of the initial mass function,as before, W0 is the ratio of the depth of the potential to the mean core dispersion, as described in the text.rc is the core radius given in terms of the scale radius, r0. rt is the tidal radius of the cluster, r0 is the mean\King radius" as de�ned in the text, n0 is the core density, �mc is the mean stellar mass in the core, ��(0) isthe mean core dispersion in km s�1, and MT is the total mass of the cluster.Table 3The parameters of the individual model runs. The runs are arbitrarily labeled, and the number ofbinaries, Nb, in each set of runs is given. Sets of runs for which the number of binaries is not a multiple of 50were prematurely terminated by computer crashes. The third column gives the mass group index accordingto whose radial distribution the binaries were initially placed. We expect the relaxed distribution of thebinaries to be concentrated (neglecting encounter recoil), with the heavier binaries more concentrated thanthe most concentrated single star mass group. For Columns four and �ve show the integration time and the\super{orbit" scale factor respectively. Columns six and seven show the range in initial binary semi{majoraxis in AU. The range was generally chosen so that the maximum size binary was marginally soft. Exceptionsare a couple of runs with very wide binaries to check ionization rates, and the high initial concentration runsfor Model 5 where wide binaries are not expected to be found at all. The minimum semi{major axis wasgenerally chosen such that a binary with a = amin had an encounter probability � 1=Nb in the core, overthe integration time. Columns eight and nine show the minimum mass imposed on the stars in the binaryin M�. The last column shows the binary weight, fw, the fraction of the total number of binaries that havethe members with masses in the range imposed, assuming the binaries drawn independently from the IMF.The weight does not include the restriction in semi{major axis which should be factored separately into fb.Table 4.A summary of the outcome of individual runs. The second column shows the number of ionized binaries.The third and fourth columns show the number of exchanges and collisions. Columns 5{7 show respectivelythe number of collisions involving neutron stars, white dwarfs, and main{sequence stars only, as discussedin section 4.Figure 1Concentration c = log(rt=rc) vs W0 for multi{mass models with di�erent x� compared with the singlemass concentration. The multi{mass models span a smaller concentration range as a function ofW0, forcinga choice of larger W0 to �t observed concentrations.Figure 2aRelative orbit averaged integrated encounter probabilities for di�erent mass groups (shown by index, 1being the lowest mass group, 10 the highest), for a 1AU binary in Model 1.Figure 2b 33



Relative orbit averaged integrated encounter probabilities for di�erent mass groups for a 1AU binaryin Model 3.4.Figure 2cRelative orbit averaged integrated encounter probabilities for di�erent mass groups for a 1AU binaryin Model 4.2.Figure 2dRelative orbit averaged integrated encounter probabilities for di�erent mass groups for a 1AU binaryin Model 5.Figure 3The fraction of time a star ejected from a cluster core can be observed, in projection, at di�erent speeds,vp. The 1:0M� star was ejected from the center of the cluster core with initial speed 0:9p2W0. Two curvesare show for each model (x� = 1:35;W0 = 6; 9; 12), one averaging vp for the �rst 108 years after ejection, theother showing the average over 109 years of orbit evolution. The intrinsic dispersion, � (�� in text), is notequal to the projected turno� mass group disperson, which is the observed dispersion, the latter is � 20%smaller.Figure 4aThe initial (dashed line) and �nal (solid line) radial binary distribution in run 2.0.1, showing the relax-ation of the binary distribution. The plot shows the number of binaries per octave in radius.Figure 4bRadial binary distribution in run 2.0.2 showing the relaxation of massive binaries to the core of thecluster.Figure 4cThe radial binary distribution for a set of Model 3 runs, showing relaxation and the start of ejection ofbinaries due to encounters.Figure 4dThe radial binary distribution in runs 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 averaged together. The plots shows the pronouncedejection of binaries to the half{mass radius in denser clusters.Figure 4eThe radial binary distribution in Model 4.3, showing the strong mass{segregation of this at IMF cluster,pronounced ejection to the half{mass radius, and the start of ejection of binaries from the cluster.Figure 4fThe radial binary distribution for the set of Model 5 runs showing again the strong segregation to thecore of the massive binaries, ejection to the halo and ejection from the cluster.Figure 5aThe initial (dashed line) and �nal (solid line) orbital period (in days) distribution for Model 1.0.1.Binaries that ionized (or collided leaving a single star) are shown at log(P ) = �3. In this low density clusterthere is little change in the binary period distribution, mostly some modest ionization of the widest binaries.It should be noted that the binary period is a function of both a, and the binary mass, drawn from the IMFwith the constraint from Table 3.Figure 5b 34



The initial and �nal orbital period distribution for Model 2.1.2 showing the ionization of the longerperiod binaries in moderate density clusters.Figure 5cThe initial and �nal orbital period distribution for Model 3.2.4 showing some hardening of binaries andionization of the longest period binaries.Figure 5dThe initial and �nal binary period distribution in Model 4.2.1. In this case only about half the binariesat log(P ) = �3 are ionized, the rest being collisions. Interestingly the short period binary population is notheavily modi�ed showing the collisions e�ectively draw from the wider interacting binaries. On average abinary is hardened to replace any short period binary that collides.Figure 5eThe initial and �nal binary period distribution in Model 5.0.1. Only three binaries were ionized in thisrun, the bulk at log(P ) = �3 being due to collisions. A substantial fraction of the collided binaries aree�ectively drawn from the longer period population with hardening replenishing the collided short periodbinaries.
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TablesTable 1. Multi{mass modelsx� Mass group mhi mlo �m fm fn fL1.35 1 0:157 0:100 0:1235 0:2339 0:4571 1:0002 0:200 0:157 0:1761 0:1105 0:1514 1:0003 0:250 0:200 0:2228 0:0975 0:1056 1:0004 0:310 0:250 0:2779 0:0824 0:0716 1:0005 0:390 0:310 0:3460 0:0836 0:0583 1:0006 0:500 0:390 0:4396 0:0836 0:0459 1:0007 0:630 0:500 0:5668 0:1343 0:0572 0:5268 0:800 0:630 0:7042 0:1155 0:0396 0:5889 1:250 0:800 0:9659 0:0428 0:0107 0:00010 1:570 1:250 1:3634 0:0158 0:0028 0:0001.00 1 0:157 0:100 0:1242 0:1539 0:3681 1:0002 0:200 0:157 0:1764 0:0821 0:1382 1:0003 0:250 0:200 0:2232 0:0787 0:1047 1:0004 0:310 0:250 0:2782 0:0718 0:0767 1:0005 0:390 0:310 0:3465 0:0787 0:0674 1:0006 0:500 0:390 0:4404 0:0855 0:0577 1:0007 0:630 0:500 0:5686 0:1647 0:0861 0:4778 0:800 0:630 0:7055 0:1577 0:0664 0:5209 1:250 0:800 0:9745 0:0835 0:0255 0:00010 1:570 1:250 1:3697 0:0436 0:0094 0:0001.50 1 0:157 0:100 0:1231 0:2703 0:4919 1:0002 0:200 0:157 0:1760 0:1211 0:1543 1:0003 0:250 0:200 0:2227 0:1032 0:1039 1:0004 0:310 0:250 0:2777 0:0844 0:0681 1:0005 0:390 0:310 0:3458 0:0828 0:0537 1:0006 0:500 0:390 0:4392 0:0799 0:0408 1:0007 0:630 0:500 0:5660 0:1191 0:0472 0:5478 0:800 0:630 0:7037 0:0981 0:0313 0:6169 1:250 0:800 0:9622 0:0311 0:0072 0:00010 1:570 1:250 1:361 0:0099 0:0016 0:00036



Table 2. Cluster modelsModel x� W0 rc=r0 rt=rc r0=pc rh=rc n0 =pc3 �mc=M� ��(0) MT =M�1:0 1:50 4 0:69 12:1 5:7 2:78 2� 102 0:38 4 1:4� 1052:0 1:00 6 0:95 17:1 3:1 3:47 1� 103 0:63 6 3:7� 1052:1 1:00 10 1:30 39:7 1:95 7:77 4� 103 0:89 9 2:0� 1063:0 1:35 12 1:25 58:6 1:25 11:8 8� 103 0:84 7 1:2� 1063:1 1:35 10 1:10 42:6 1:21 8:34 1� 104 0:73 8 9:4� 1053:2 1:35 12 1:25 58:6 1:13 11:8 1� 104 0:84 8 1:6� 1063:3 1:35 9 1:00 36:5 1:41 7:11 1� 104 0:68 9 1:0� 1063:4 1:35 6 0:82 19:4 1:52 3:96 2� 104 0:52 12 7:4� 1054:0 1:35 12 1:25 58:6 0:65 11:8 8� 104 0:84 13 2:4� 1064:1 1:35 12 1:25 58:6 0:62 11:8 1� 105 0:84 14 2:6� 1064:2 1:35 12 1:25 58:6 0:38 11:8 2� 105 0:84 12 1:2� 1064:3 1:00 12 1:57 54:3 0:35 11:2 3� 105 1:01 15 1:9� 1065:0 1:35 18 1:98 133 0:11 28:9 3� 106 1:16 15 2:6� 106
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Table 3a. Run parametersrun Nb In. conc. T tn amax amin M1m M2m fw1:0:1 2500 8 1010 20 103 10:0 0:15 0:00 5:1� 10�11:0:2 2500 4 1:5� 1010 20 103 10:0 0:50 0:35 1:1� 10�22:0:1 1000 8 1010 40 10:0 0:10 0:35 0:20 1:2� 10�12:0:2 1000 8 1010 50 50:0 0:50 0:45 0:25 7:3� 10�22:1:1 800 8 1010 100 5:0 0:05 0:25 0:00 2:9� 10�12:1:2 500 8 1010 100 100:0 5:0 0:50 0:35 1:7� 10�23:0:1 1000 8 1010 5 20:0 0:20 0:50 0:35 1:7� 10�23:1:1 1000 6 1:5� 1010 5 10:0 0:10 0:50 0:35 1:7� 10�23:1:2 446 8 1:5� 1010 5 30:0 0:03 0:50 0:35 1:7� 10�23:2:1 1000 8 1010 5 10:0 0:10 0:50 0:35 1:7� 10�23:2:2 235 10 1010 5 10:0 0:10 0:70 0:50 5:9� 10�33:2:3 1000 8 1010 5 10:0 0:10 0:70 0:50 5:9� 10�33:2:4 1000 10 1010 5 20:0 0:20 0:70 0:50 5:9� 10�33:2:5 1000 8 1010 5 20:0 0:20 0:50 0:20 4:3� 10�23:2:6 1000 10 1010 5 10:0 0:10 0:63 0:40 8:3� 10�33:3:1 250 6 1010 20 10:0 0:05 0:50 0:35 1:7� 10�23:3:2 250 6 1010 100 10:0 0:05 0:20 0:00 3:9� 10�13:3:3 250 10 1010 100 10:0 0:05 0:00 0:00 1:03:3:4 250 6 1010 50 10:0 0:05 0:50 0:35 1:7� 10�23:4:1 500 6 1010 20 20:0 0:10 0:50 0:35 1:7� 10�2
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Table 3b. Run parametersrun Nb In. conc. T tn amax amin M1m M2m fw4:0:1 100 8 5� 109 20 3:0 0:003 0:50 0:35 1:7� 10�24:0:2 100 8 5� 109 20 3:0 0:003 0:85 0:50 1:5� 10�34:1:1 100 8 5� 109 20 10:0 0:01 0:50 0:35 1:7� 10�24:1:2 146 10 5� 109 20 10:0 0:01 0:85 0:50 1:5� 10�34:1:3 200 10 5� 109 30 5:0 0:005 0:63 0:39 8:3� 10�34:2:1 807 10 5� 109 10 5:0 0:05 0:65 0:50 5:9� 10�34:3:1 100 8? 5� 109 20 5:0 0:005 0:50 0:35 4:6� 10�24:3:2 100 8? 5� 109 20 5:0 0:005 0:85 0:50 6:4� 10�34:3:3 200 8? 5� 109 20 5:0 0:005 0:50 0:35 4:6� 10�25:0:1 100 10 5� 108 30 0:5 0:0005 0:80 0:60 7:2� 10�45:0:2 100 10 5� 108 30 1:0 0:001 0:50 0:35 1:7� 10�25:0:3 125 8 5� 108 20 10:0 0:01 0:50 0:25 3:2� 10�25:0:4 100 10 5� 108 100 0:5 0:05 0:80 0:60 7:2� 10�4

? For Model 5 only 8 mass groups were used 39



Table 4a. Encounter statisticsrun nI nX nc nNS nWD nMS1:0:1 54 0 0 �� �� ��1:0:2 7 3 0 �� �� ��2:0:1 0 0 0 �� �� ��2:0:2 0 0 0 �� �� ��2:1:1 1 0 0 �� �� ��2:1:2 263 25 0 �� �� ��3:0:1 4 6 1 0 0 13:1:1 4 8 0 �� �� ��3:1:2 7 6 0 �� �� ��3:2:1 4 2 4 0 2 23:2:2 2 4 1 0 0 13:2:3 2 9 0 �� �� ��3:2:4 38 36 4 1 2 13:2:5 7 4 0 �� �� ��3:2:6 13 13 2 0 2 03:3:1 3 3 0 �� �� ��3:3:2 0 0 0 �� �� ��3:3:3 2 0 1 0 0 13:3:4 0 0 2 0 1 13:4:1 27 7 1 0 0 1
40



Table 4b. Encounter statisticsrun nI nX nc nNS nWD nMS4:0:1 1 2 1 0 0 14:0:2 1 1 0 �� �� ��4:1:1 3 7 1 0 1 04:1:2 20 33 3 2 1 04:1:3 30 23 4 2 1 14:2:1 58 137 47 8 27 124:3:1 13 20 8 4 3 14:3:2 9 35 6 1 5 04:3:3 29 69 15 4 6 55:0:1 3 28 16 6 10 05:0:2 9 25 14 5 4 55:0:3 1 5 0 �� �� ��5:0:4 6 31 4 2 2 0
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